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Abstract 

This thesis describes some advances of ~Iath('nlatical ~Iorphology (~l~I), 

in order to improve the performance of ~1~I filters in l-D signal processing, 

especially in the application to power system protection. 

~1~1 methodologies are founded on set-theoretic concepts and nonlinear 

superpositions of signals and inlages. The nlorphological operations possess 

outstanding geometrical properties which make it undoubted that they are 

efficient iInage processing methods. However in leD signal processing, ~I~I 

filters are not widely enlployed. To explore the applications of ~I~I for l-D 

signal processing, our contributions in this area can be sunnnarized in the 

following two aspects. 

Firstly, the framework of the traditional signal processing Inethods is based 

on the frequency domain representation of the signal and the analysis of the 

operators' transfer function in the frequency dOlnrun. But to the nlorpholog

ical operations, their representations in the frequency dOlnain are uncertain. 

In order to tackle this problenl, this thesis presents our aUeIupt to describe 

the weighted Inorphological dilation in the frequency domain. Under certain 

restrictions to the signal and the structuring clenlCnt, weighted dilation is trans

formed to a InatheInatical expression in the frequency domain. 

Secondly, although the frequency dOIuain analysis plays an iIllportant role in 

signal processing, the geometrical properties of a signal such as the shape of the 

signal cannot be ignored. 1111 is an effective method in dealing with such prob

leIns. In this thesis, based on the theory of 110rphological \\,'avclet (~I\V), three 

Inulti-resolution signal decOInposition schenlCs are presented. They are 1lulti

resolution 1Iorphological Top-Hat scheIne (~111TH), 11ulti-rcsolution 11orpho-
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logical Gradient scheme (~I~IG) and ~lu1ti-resolution Noise Tolerant ~lorpho

logical Gradient scheme (~INT~IG). 

The ~I1ITH scheme shows its significant dfect in distinguishing syullnet

rical features from asymmetrical features on the waveform, which owes to its 

signal analysis operator: morphological Top-Hat transfornlation, an effective 

lllorphological technique. In this thesis, the ~l~lTH SclleITIe is elllployed in the 

identification of transformer magnetizing inrush current fronl internal fault. 

Decomposing the signal by ~I~fTH, the asymmetrical features of the inrush 

waveform are exposed, and the other irrelevant components are attenuated. 

The 1111G scheme adopts morphological gradient, a cOITImonly used oper

ator for edge detection in iInage and signal processing, as its signal analysis 

operator. The 11~IG scheme bears Higllificallt property in characterizing and 

recognizing the sudden changes with sharp peaks and valleys on the wavefonn. 

Furthermore, to the 11~IG scheme, by decoInposing the signal into different 

levels, the higher the level is processed, the more details of the sudden changes 

are revealed. In this thesis, the ~111G schelllC is applied for the design of fault 

locator of power transmission lines, by extracting the transient features directly 

from fault-generated transient signals. 

The 11NT1IG decomposition scheme can effectively reduce the noise and 

extract transient features at the same tinle. In this thesis, the ~lNT11G scheIlle 

is applied to extract the fault generated transient wavefronts fro In noise im

posed signals in the application of fault location of power translllission lines. 

The proposed contributions focus on the effect of weighted dilation in the 

frequency domain, constructions of morphological nlulti-resolution dcconlposi

tion schemes and their applications in power systcIns. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Historical Background of Matllematical Mor

phology 

The word morphology stems frorn the Greek Ineaning "study of fonn" [1], 

which implies the goal of 11athematical110rphology (11!\1) is to investigate the 

geometrical structure of sets. "It is mathenlatical in the sense that the analysis 

is based on the set theory, topology, lattice algebra, randorn functions, etc., and 

it is called morphology since it ainls at analyzing the shape and fOrIll of the 

objects" [2] [3]. The development of !\1!\1 can be divided into three periods: 

1960s and 1970s: Birth and forming the core of the Ml\1 operations 

1fathematical 1forphology was introduced in 1964 by 11atheron [4] and 

Serra [5] [G] at the Paris School of 1lines in Fontainebleau, fronl their research 

on petrography and mineralogy, including investigation of the relationship be

tween the geometry of porous media and their permeabilities, and quantifica

tion of the petrography of iron ores in order to predict their milling properties. 

During the 19GOs and the 1970s, the core of the Inorphological operations w(~') 

discovered which includes four basic transforInations: erosion, dilation, open

ing and closing. The dilation was originally proposed by 1linkovski in order 

to characterize integral measures of certain iU-behavcd sets, and is sometirnes 
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1.1 Historical Background of l\fathenlatical Aforphology 2 

referred to as the "l\1inkovski set addition" [7]. The erosion, however, was not 

proposed until much later by Hadwiger [8], and is sonlctinlCS referred to as 

the "l\1inkovski set subtraction". The opening and closing, fonn('d by COlUpo

sitions of erosion and dilation, were proposed by l\latheron [4] [9]. They arc 

called the core of morphological operations because the class of morphological 

transformations is dcfincd to be the collection of all set transfornlations gener

ated by unions, compositions, and complementations of erosions and dilations 

[10], such as morphological gradient and top hat transform which were both 

developed in this period of time. However the morphological operations in the 

1960s and 1970s were all limited to binary erosion and dilation. 

19808: Development and maturation 

\Vith the significant development of automated visual inspection, substan

tial developments in Inorphology were stiuullatcd in the 19S0s. In this pcriocl of 

time, the most important developlllCut of 111\1 is the setting of the lllethod (at 

least of its deterministic aspect) in the mathematical frmllework of cotnplete 

lattices [11] . "Although the initial operators were set oriented and translation 

invariant, they were now transposed to other situations and to other objects 

such as graphs, numerical or multi-valued functions, where translation rnight 

influence the process (geodesy, edge conditions) or even not exist (graphs). 

Finally, the core of essential a..XiOIllS could be reduced to the cOIllplete lat

tice structure [12]." The theory of complete lattice provides a tllOre cOIn pact 

theoretical foundation for grey-scale morphological operations. 

In the 1980s, the theory of Illorphological filtering was also presented [6]. 

Haralick [13] addressed some real-time applications of Illorphological filtering, 

and other real-tillle applications were also presented such as DifrJ [14] and the 

Delft image processor (DIP) in this period of time [15]. 

Jinfei Zhang 



1.2 Tlle concepts of A!athematical Aforpllology 3 

19908 to now: The theoretical frame became nlore cOlnplcte and 

extended the application domain 

Following the development in the 1980s, during the decade, ~I~I has been 

applied in many fields especially its predominant role devoted to video and 

Inultimedia analysis, which concerns conlpression, scene description, iIllage in

dexing, motion modelling and etc. [16]. The theoretical works on the concept 

of a connection, in combination with the connected filters and in particular 

with ~leyer's Levelings [17] and Beucher's interplolation techniques [18] have 

made ~1~1 a relnarkably powerful tool for segInentation. There were also sonle 

researchers devoted to build another transform naIllCd slope transfonn, by 

which morphological operators are endowed with eigenfunctions and related 

transfer functions in a slope domain [19] [20]. Furthernl0re, Inorphological 

multi-resolution decomposition scheme [21] also developed rapidly in this pe

riod of time, which inherits the multi-dimension and Inulti-Ievcl analysis of the 

traditional multi-resolution methods, whilst it extends the original 111ctho<1s 

from the linear domain [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27]. A cellular neural network 

(CNN) based morphological system was also proposed at the end of 1900's [28]. 

\Vith over three decades of development, ~1~1 has becoIlle a powerful tool 

for geolnetrical shape analysis [29]. \Vith many Inore researchers starting to 

devote themselves to its applications in I-D signal processing [30] [31] [32] [33] 

[34] [35], ~1~1 will demonstrate its outstanding abilities in signal processing as 

well as its performances in image processing. 

1.2 The concepts of Mathematical Morphol-

ogy 

l\lathematical ~lorphology (l\1~1) is a branch of digital signal processing 

and analysis which uses concepts froIlI algebra (set theory, conlpletc lattices) 

and geometry (translation, distance, convexity). Appropriate ~1~1 operations, 

as nonlinear transfornlations, tend to simplify signal data by lllodifying gC'o-
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1.2 The concepts of !t.fathematical /t.forpllo1ogy 4 

metrical features of signal locally, to eliminate irrelevancics while preserving 

the essential shape characteristics [36] [37]. 

1Iathematical morphology is based on set theory [38]. Sets in ~I~l repre

sent the shapes manifested on binary or grey scale signals/iInages [13]. The 

main notion in 1111 is the interaction between the signal under analysis and a 

structuring element (SE), where signal and SEs are considercd as scts of points 

and the operations come from set theory [39] [40]. Information pertaining to 

the size, spatial distribution, shape, connectivity, convcxity, smoothness, and 

orientation can be obtained, by means of applying various SEs to the original 

object with operations derived from set theory [41]. 

Like any theory, 1I~I has a perspective which allows it to focus on ccrtain 

phenomena within signal. It describes signal based on set theory and geornctry, 

thus, distinguishes itself from other signal processing theories, e.g., syntactic 

theories that are based upon generative gran1n1ars and signal processing theo

ries that are based on Fourier analysis. ~I~I provides an algebraic fornnllation 

to apply neighbourhood operations on signal or hnages. The SE, as a proLe, 

slides through the signal/image as a moving window, inspects its interaction 

with the signal/image, and detects specific features in the neighbourhood of 

every point of the signal/image [29] [42]. ~I~I operations are predonlinantly 

used for the following purposes [43]: 

• signal/iInage pre-processing (noise filtering. shape sirnplification) 

• enhancing object structure (skeletonising, thinning, thickening, COIlvex 
hull, object marking) 

• quantitative description of objects (area, perilneter, projection). 
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1.3 Comparison between Matllematical Mor

phology and Linear Signal Processing Metll

ods 

The difference between the traditional linear signal processing nlCthods and 

morphological operations was summarized by Boomgaard [29], which is: "In 

linear image processing the basic underlying assumption is the superposition 

of visual stimuli. The visual signal is thought of as the weighted addition of 

basic signals. This assumption of linearity is questionable in case the iInage is 

formed by projection, where one object cOInpletely hides another object behind 

it. Due to using non-linear transformations, it is itnpossible to reconstruct the 

original image." 

Conlpared with the traditional non-nl0rphological lnethods which is bt~"ed 

on linear transformations, e.g., convolution and its frequency dOlnain repre

sentation, 1fathematical1forphology (1111) cares more about the shape of the 

signal. \Vhat the algebra of convolution does for linear systeIlls, the algebra of 

1'111 does for shape. Therefore, the algorithnl of ~I~l only involves cOInparisons 

for finding maxima/minima, or addition/subtraction in SOIUC specific case for 

grey-scale signals/images, and Boolean operations for binary ones which makes 

it significantly faster in calculation than the multiplication and addition used 

in convolution for linear transformation. 

Table 1.1: ~torphological filtering vcrsus convolution 

Features 1111 Convolution 

Reversibility No 'Yes 

Unique algebraic structure No Yes 

Idempotence and loss of infonnation Yes No 

DdiIH'c\ in cOInplete lattice Yes No 

Iteration Yes No 

Flatness 1j;(log(f)) = log( 1/1 (f) ) Yes No 
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On the other hand, the algorithm of ~l~l is not fundall1entally different 

from that of the convolution, which applies addition and subtraction in place 

of multiplication in the convolution and maxima/minima in place of addition 

in the convolution. Thus, by analyzing the relationship betwecn thesc two, 

morphological operations, a kind of geometrical methods, can be endowed fre

quency domain analysis and quantitively analytical methods, which will be 

discussed in this thesis. 

Some comparisons between the two approaches are given briefly in Table 

1.1 [44]. 

1.4 Motivations 

~111 is widely used in the area of image processing and nlachine vision due to 

its robustness in preserving the main shape while suppressing the noise. \Vhrn 

acting upon complex shapes, morphological operations are able to dccOInpose 

thel11 into meaningful parts and separate thel11 frorn the background, as well 

as preserve the main shape characteristics. Furthennore, the InatheInatical 

calculations involved in 1111 include only addition, subtraction and luaxiIuunl 

and minimum operations without any multiplication and division. Although 

1111 bears these advantages, compared with Fourier transform widely applied in 

the area of both 1-D signal processing and image processing, the morphological 

operations are seldom applied in 1-D signal processing. Ba.sed on our r('search, 

there are two reasons. 

First, to the traditional methods for signal processing, the tillle and fre

quency domains, which are related to each other, are the 1110st comlnon ways 

of viewing, manipulating and analyzing any signal of interest. So nlost of these 

methods are based on convolution and integral transfonnations such as Fourier 

transform, Laplacian transform, wavelet analysis, etc .. The frequency response 

of the operation has been an important characteristic to analyze the cfficicncy 

of the operation. In contrast with the traditional methods, the ~Iathenlatical 

1Iorphology (1111) filtering technique handles a signal in c0l11pletely different 
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perspective, which describes signal/images based on set theory and geOllletry 

[45]. How to build a bridge between the morphological operations and the 

traditional frequency domain based methods is the interest in our study. In 

Chapter 3, the effect of weighted morphological dilation in the frequency do

main is introduced. Under the particular preconditions, weighted dilation is 

transform to a mathematical expression in the frequency dOInain. 

Second, when the frequency properties of the signal were emphasized, the 

geometrical properties of the signal were easily ignored. In modern signal pro

cessing, different techniques are applied depending on the type of infonnation 

carried by the signal. A widespread attitude, adopted by researchers, is enlpiri

cism: try something (or even anything), and sec what happens [46]. However, 

the iIllportant point is that the analysis technique lllllSt be Inatched by the way 

in which information is being carried in the signal [47]. In fact, the shape of 

the signals contains much valuable information which plays iInportant roles in 

many aspects. Undoubtedly, 1111 is an effective lllCthod to obtain these infor

Illation. Since the multi-resolution signal decomposition schenl('S provide COIl

venient and effective ways to process information, several lllorphological Illulti

resolution decomposition schemes are proposed based on the theory of 110r

phological \Vavelet (~I\V), which was presented first by Goutsias and HeijInans 

[21] [25]. They are 1Iulti-resolution 11orphological Top-lIat schcIne (1111TH), 

1Iulti-resolution ~Iorphological Gradient scheme (11~IG) and 1lulti-resolution 

Noise Tolerant 1Iorphological Gradient schelne (~INT~IG). The applications 

of theIll in the power systenl protection prove that lnorphological operations 

can extract the geometrical information implicitly buried in a raw signal and 

fetch up the insufficiency of the traditional signal processing lnethods in this 

aspect. 

1.5 Contributions of Researcll 

The major contributions arising from this research can be sumnlarizeu in 

the following aspects: 
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• For the first time, a morphological operator: weighted dilation was en

dowed a mathematical expression in the frequency domain. The proposed 

ideas and the deductions builds a bridge between the mathematical mor

phology and the traditional frequency domain based signal processing 

methods. It provides a more familiar perspective for traditional signal 

processing researchers to understand the algori thn1S of morphological op

erations. 

• Based on the theory of morphological wavelet, three morphological undec

imated analogical wavelet decomposition schemes are constructed, which 

are the ~lulti-resolution 110rphological Top-Hat scheme (l\ll\lTH), the 

Multi-resolution Morphological Gradient scheme (l\ll\IG) and the !\Iulti

resolution Noise Tolerant !\Iorphological Gradient scheme (!\INTl\IG). 

These schemes inherit the multi-dimension and multi-level analysis of 

wavelet and pyramid, whilst they ignore the tinle-frequency domain anal

ysis of wavelet and extends the original wavelet and pyramid froIll the 

linear domain to the nonlinear domain. 

• Apply the 11!\fTH scheme to the power systeIll protection relays [33] [48]. 

It is focused on the identification of transformer inrush current. The pro

posed technique is fundamentally different from conventional methods, as 

it decomposes the signal based on time domain features instead of in the 

frequency domain. Since it works directly upon the geometric character

istics of the input, there is no need for abstract transform techniques such 

as Fourier, Laplace, and Hilbert transforms, nor is there a requirelllCnt 

for transform-world concepts such as frequency, convolution, effective 

bandwidth and ripple. The results obtained confirm that the proposed 

method provides reliable identification of inrush, in both cases when the 

current transfonner is saturated or there are only low levels of the second 

harmonic content [33] . 

• Apply the ~1~IG scheme for design of an ultra-high-speed directional 

protection relay [34], [49], [50]. The simulation results show that the 
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~111G scheme is capable of accurately extracting the transient features 

of fault voltage and current, as a prolllising Incans for ultra-high-speed 

protection relaying. By using the quadratic ~1~IG, the relaying signals 

are able to provide correct directional response to a transrnission line 

fault under different fault types, positions, path resistances and inception 

angles . 

• Apply the ~1NT~IG scheme to detect fault locations with noise distur

bance for transmission line systems. The ~INT~IG decoInposition scheIBe 

is constructed in order to improve the ~l~lG schellle to be noise toler

ant. It is shown that although the perfoflnance of ~l~IG is satisfactory 

under various fault conditions, it \vill inevitably deteriorate when various 

noises are imposed on the transient current signal. The results show that 

the 11NT~1G decomposition scheme can effecti\'ely reduce the noise and 

extract transient features. 

1.6 Publications 

• P. Sun, J. F. Zhang, D. J. Zhang, and Q. II. \Vu, '4~10rphological iden

tification of transformer magnctising inrush current", [EE Electronic.'; 

Letters, vol. 38, pp. 437-438, 2002 [33]. 

• Q. H. \Vu, P. Sun, D. J. Zhang, and J. F. Zhang, "Identification of 

transformer inrush current using Inorphological signal dccOInposition", 

Automation of Electric Power Systems, pp. 67-78,2002 [48]. 

• D. J. Zhang, Q. H. \Vu, J. F. Zhang, and K. 1. Nuttall, "Accurate fault 

location based on transients extraction using Inathelllatical ll10rphology" , 

Electronics Letters, vol. 38, no. 24, pp. 1583-1585, 2002 [~t9]. 

• D. J. Zhang, Q. Li, J. F. Zhang, Q. H. \\\1, and D. R. 1\lr11('r, hlIn_ 

proving the accuracy of single-ended transi('nt fault locators using Illuth

Clllatical morphology", [EEE/CSEE [ntcnlational Conference 011 Powcr 
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System Technology, Kunming, China, October 13-17 2002, vol. 2, PI>. 

788-792 [50] . 

• Q. H. Wu, J. F. Zhang, and D. J. Zhang, "Ultra-high-spe{\d directional 

protection of transmission lines using mathematical nlorphology" , IEEE 

Transactions on Power Delivery, vol. 18, no. 4, pp. 1127-1133, 2003 

[34] . 

• J. F. Zhang, J. S. Smith, and Q. H. \Vu, "1\lorphological undcrcinluted 

wavelet decomposition for fault location on power transmission lines", 

IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems I: Regular Paper, vol. 53, 

pp. 1395-1402, 2006 [35]. 

1.7 Outline of This Tllesis 

This thesis is structured as follows: 

Chapter 2 This chapter introduces the theoretical background of 1\11\1. It 

starts with a review of a nuulber of basic morphological opcrators snch 

as dilation, erosion, opening and closing, and a bricf discussion about 

the importance of the origin of the structuring clclnent. The theory of 

grey-scale morphological operators is also covered. 

Chapter 3 This chapter firstly introduces the theory of ED filter and that 

of the weighted morphological filter. Then undcr the two pr(\conditions, 

a mathematical relationship is built between weighted dilation of f(n), 

g(rn.) and the convolution of theln. Finally, wcighted dilation is trans

formed to a mathematical expression in the frequency donlain .. 

Chapter 4 This chapter introduces three morphological undecilnat{\d analog

ical wavelet decomposition schemes. They are the 1\Iulti-r{\solution 1\lor

phological Top-Hat scheme (1\Il\ITH), the 1\Iulti-resolution 1\Iorphological 

Gradient scheme (1\Il\IG) and the 1\lulti-resolution Noise Tolerant 1\Ior

phological Gradient schelne (~INT~IG) which are based on the theory of 
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morphological wavelet. These schemes inherit the multi-dirnension and 

multi-level analysis of wavelet and pyramid, whilst it ignores the titne

frequency domain analysis of wavelet and extends the original wavelet 

and pyramid from the linear domain which is based on convolution and 

the time-frequency domain transformation to the nonlinear domain. The 

characteristics of these schemes are analyzed respectively in this chapter. 

Chapter 5 This chapter presents the application of the 1111TH in designing 

power transformer protection relay. A brief introduction to the inrush 

current is given first, followed by the descriptions of existing detection 

methods and the difficulties associated with them. The proposed 111ITH 

technique is then applied to extract the singularity associated with the 

asymmetric inrush waveform, while attenuating other irrelevant features, 

which is to discriminate the inrush current froIn internal fault conditions. 

By quantifying the extracted features, the inrush current is then identi

fied with simple criteria. The results of applying the ~l~lTH approach 

to simulated signals and waveforms recorded from physical transforrners 

are given, which indicate that the proposed algorithnl is fast and reli

able, and may be considered as an alternative method in designing and 

implementing a digital relay. 

Chapter 6 This chapter presents the application of the ~l~lG filtering tech

nique in developing ultra-high-speed directional transmission line protec

tion scheme. Firstly, a process of deriving the direction discrinlinants of 

a fault taking place on transmission lines as well as a fast scheme of fault 

phase selection, is analyzed and sonle details are discussed theoretically. 

Then by applying the 11~lG filtering technique to extract the features 

directly from fault-generated transient signals, the proposed uItra-high

speed directional protection scheme is verified by a 400k V transIuission 

line nlodel under various fault scenarios. 

Chapter 7 This chapter presents the application of~l~lG scheme and 11NT~IG 

scheme in the transmission line protection. The proposed ~INT~IG 
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scheme is used to extract transient features froIll noise imposed fault

generated voltage and current wave signals in transnlissioll line protec

tion. The efficiency of the !\INT!\lG scheme used for noise reduction is 

evaluated in simulation studies. The perfornlance of the fault location is 

improved. 

Chapter 8 This chapter concludes this thesis and discusses the linlitation of 

the proposed morphological techniques. Suggestions for possible future 

work are also given. 
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Chapter 2 

An Introduction to 

Mathematical Morphology 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter focuses on the definitions of the Illorphological operators which 

will be used in later chapters. The ciC'finitions for a series of Illorphological 

operators including dilation, erosion, opening, closing, Il1orphological gradient 

and Top-Hat are introduced in this chapter. The effect of the refi('ctioll of SE 

in dilation to the morphological operators especially to opening and closing 

is also analyzed. It is found that in the application, the reflection of SE is 

absolutely necessary. 

2.2 Notions of complete lattice 

~1athematical rnorphology is the application of the lattice theory to the 

spatial structures [51]. In lattice theory a basic relation is partial order relation 

which is denoted as ~. This relation is assull1ed to have ('ertain propertiC's, the 

most basic of which leads to the following concept of a "partly ordcrl'd set" 

or "poset". A poset is a set in which a binary relation x ~ y is defined, which 

satisfies for all x, y, z the following conditions [51] [52]: 

13 
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1. Reflexive: for all x, x ~ x; 

2. Antisymmetry: if x ~ y and y ~ x, then x = y; 

3. Transitivity: x ::5 y and y ~ Z, then x ~ z. 

A lattice T is a poset P if any two elClllents of it (x and y) have a greatest 

lower bound (infiInum) denoted by x Vy, and a least upper bound (supn'1l1um) 

denoted x 1\ y. 

A lattice T is a conLpldc laUice when each of its subsets 1t has an infi

Inurn and a supremum in T. In other words, a cOlllplete lattice (either on the 

Euclidean space IRn or on digital space zn) is a partially ordered set (T; ::5) in 

which every subset 1i ~ T has a supreIllUln and illfiullUl1 dcnotf'd as V1t and 

1\1i respectively [6]. Any finite lattice or lattice of finite length is ('oll1plete. 

Not every lattice is complete: thus the rational nUInbers are not ('olllplete, 

and the real numbers (in their natural order) nre not complete unl{'Ss ±oo are 

adjoined as universal bounds. Dy definition, e"cry C'OInpletc lattice C, nmst 

possess a least element 0 and a greatest elcn1ent J, call("\d universal bounds of 

C, [11]. For complete lattice there nre [53]: 

1. Commutativity: 

)( V }' = Y V )(, .. '\ 1\ Y = Y 1\ };. 

2. Associativity: 

("'\ V Y) V Z = X V (l' V Z), ( .. \" 1\ }') 1\ Z = .. \ 1\ (l' 1\ Z). 

3. The law of absorption: 

.. '( 1\ ( .. \" V Y) = ,,\", .. \" V ( .. \" 1\ Y) = .. \. 

2.3 Functions and Umbra 

Before complete lattice is elIlploycd to definc the 1l10rphological operators, 

the sct of grey scale Inorphological operators are gCIll"'ralized with the help of 
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2.4 Definitions of Binary AlorphologicaJ Operations 16 

is a 2-D vector with (x, y) as coordinates and 0 or 1 as value of each pixel. Let 

two sets S, GC Z2. Assullle Sand G represent the binary input S(t and the 

binary structuring eleIncnt respectively. As n strllct llring ('leIlI('Ilt, the size of 

G is slllaller than the size of S. Then: 

1. Translation: The translation of S by n 2-D v('ctor :r E Z2 with (l'I.3"2) 

as coordinates, which is denoted as Sz, can be defined as: 

Sz = {s: s = a + x;a E S}. 

2. Reflection: The reflection of G around its origin, denoted C , is defined 

as: 

(; = {-g: 9 E G}. 

Assuming the coordinates of the eleInent 9 is (91,92), then thc co-oruinat('s 

of -.f} is (-9., -92)' 

3. Con1plenlent: The cOIuplCll1ent of the set G, denoted GC, is defillt'd as: 

These operations fonn the basic ingredients of ~1~1. 

2.4.1 Binary erosion and dilation 

Choose a fixed set Z2 as Structuring Elrlllent (SE). The dilation of S by 

G, which can also be denoted by 8a, is defined as: 

8a = S CD G = {s + g : s E S, g E G} = U Sg. 
geC 

(2..t.l ) 

In the definition of dilation (2.4.1), the reflt.lction of G is ntilizN.1. In fact, 

there exists a confusion in the literature about the clrfinit ions of binary dilation 

and erosion [54]. 110harnnlud has listed SOllle different definitions of the dilation 

in [54]. SOlIlC of thelll eInploy the original SE and SOIlIC of thrill apply the 

reflection of SE to define dilation. In our works, the reflect ion is utilizN.1. The 

reason will be discussed in section 2.8 in this chapter. 
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2.5 Grey-scale ~forpllological Filter 18 

8c8 = 8. (2..1..1) 

Other operators in 1U,I, such us opening, closing, skeletons, grndi{'nt, ctc. 

are built using the cOIllbinatioll of dilations and erosions. 

2.4.2 Binary opening and closing 

To arbitrary sets S1 and S2, S1, S2 C Il}, any set transfonn "( in nlg{'hrn 

satisfying the following three conditions is called opening: 

1. AlIti (~xlt'llsivily: "((8) C 8. 

3. I de111poie1lc1j: "(( "((S)) = ')'(S). 

~lorphological opening and closing can also be defirlt.ld on terms of {lrOSiOIl 

and dilation. Opening and closing arc (ldiu('(i, H--spectivdy, as: 

SoG = (SeG) (DG. 

S. G = (S (l) G) e G. 

{2.-1.5} 

(2..t.G) 

Closing tends to slnooth sections contours, it g{,llcrally fuses narrow hr{'aks 

and long thin gulfs, elinlinates sl11all holes, and fills gaps in the contour. 01)(\11-

i11g always breaks a connected feature into scv{'ral ullcollnected parts and diu1-

inate sIllaU peaks, islands. In [55] lIaralkk says: "opening an itnage wit h a 

disk SE S11100thes the contour, brea.ks narrow istlllIlUSCS, and eliminat{'s slllall 

islands and sharp peaks or capes. Closing an itnage with a disk SE slnooth('s 

the contour, fuses narrow breaks and long thin gulfs, cliluillat{'s slllaU hol(l8, 

and fills gaps on the contours" . 

2.5 Grey-scale Morpllological Filter 

Grey-scale (GS) digital signal can be repn"'S('nt('d as s('ts whose cOlnpOlwuts 

arc in 'l}, the discrete Euclidean space. In this case, one elelnent r{'fers to the 

co-ordinates of a smnplc, and the other r{'fers to its discrete int(lllsity \'aluC'. 
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2.6 Aforphological Gradient 19 

Let /(n) and g(n) denote respectively I-D input signal and 1-D structuring 

clement (SE), DI ~ lE and Dg ~ IE denote their donlains. Then 1-D GS ('rosioll 

and dilation are defined as follows: 

(I e g)(n) - rnin{/(n + til} - g(71l)}, 
Tn 

(f ffi g)(1l) - Illax{f(n - 711) + g(lll)} , 
m 

(2.5.1) 

(2.5.2) 

where 11., Tn E Dg and f(o),o E DI' If the structuring eleIllent is fiat (i.e., 

g(rn) = 0, Vrn E Dg), then the above equations can be silnplified to: 

(fOg)(n) - Inin{J(n+111)}. 
m 

(/ ffi g)(n) - max{/(1l - 111)}, 
m 

2.6 Morpll0logical Gradient 

{2.5.3} 

(2.5..t) 

The basic 110rphological Gradient (~IG), also called fll'uc/ll'r gradit:"I, is 

clefin('cl as the aritllluetic diff(,fC'nre betW{'CIl the dilation and tht' (,I"OSiOll by 

the structuring clenlent B. This Inorphological gradient is dCIlOh,d by p: 

{2.G.1} 

Here 8 denotes dilation and € denotes erosion. There are also two kinds of 

half - gradient. Qne is half - gradient by erosion or ;"Il'rnal gratiif1lt p-. 

It is defined as the difference between the original iInagc and the eroded itnage: 

Po = I - en· (2.G.2) 

The other is half - gradient by dilation or external gradient p+ is defined as 

the difference betw('cn the dilated image and the original irnage[5Gl: 

(2.G.3) 

In the field of signal processing, 1l10rphological gradi(,llt is a ('ffective trans

fornlation to extrnct the sudden changes. In this tlu'Sis, ~IG is appli('<i to d('h'ct 

sudden undulations which is caus('d by fault current. 
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2.7 Top-Hat Operation 20 

2.7 Top-Hat Operation 

Top-Hat is defineci as: 

lIAT(/) = f - (log), (2.7.1) 

as 9 is structuring element. The equation above is also nauwd \\'hite Top 

Hat (\VTH), while ([ 0 g) - f is nmnoo Dlack Top Hat {BTH}. The Top-Hat 

operation is always used to extract the boundary of irllagc parts. It is also used 

to determine the gray gradient of an ilnage. 

2.8 The importance of tile reflection of tile ori

gin of tile SE 

In the rest of this section, the issue which is raised at the end of section 2.2.2 

will be discussed. Firstly, if there is no reflection of the SE in the calculation 

of dilation, equations (2.4.1) and (2.4.2) can be rewritten as: 

SmG - {S+9:SES,9EG}=USgt 
gee 

S e G - {x: Gz ~ S} = n Sg. 
gee 

The geometrical behavior of dilation by a structuring e1{lllll'llt without f('

flection is shown in Fig. 2.3 (c). COlllpared with the result of the standard 

dilation depicted in Fig. 2.2 (c), the dilation by n non-reflection SE expends 

the original image to the smne size and SaInc shape as the standard one, hut 

the cxpanding direction of thenl arc opposite. Such n difference causes trans

lations to opening and closing depicted in Fig. 2.3 (d) and (e) rf'spcctivdy, 

which do not appear in the standard opening and dosing. Furthennorc, Im.,,('d 

on the definitions of the opening and the closing, both of th{'Il) nrc iti('IIlPOt<.'ut, 

but frolll Fig. 2.3 (f), it is shown that if the nOll-reflection SE is a<ioptrd in 

dilation, the closing and the opening lose their idcmpotent property. 
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2.9 Conclusion 22 

In practice, the non-reflection SE causes the result of Top-llat incorrpct: 

only the edges of the image can be extracted instead of the cxp('ct('d f(\atnres. 

One obvious phenomenon is that the larger the SE is, the 1l10re the translation 

is. 

On the other hands, the reflection of SE is not absolutely necessary. In 

Sternberg's definitions of erosion and dilation, the reflection is not adoph'd, 

which can be expressed as [57]: 

S ([) G - {s + 9 : s e 8;g e (;}, 

S8G - {x:x+geS,geG}. 

Based on our research, to the algoritllIll study to the 1110rphological opera

tors, the reflection of SE in the calculation of dilation is not necf'ssary, but in 

practice, the reflection is absolutely necessary. 

2.9 Conclusion 

In this chapter the basic operators iu\'ol\'('d in ~I!\I wpre dt'filll'cl, Hlainly 

as binary or grey-scale. It is realized that there arc only two basic operators: 

dilation and erosion, and the rest of the operators can he obtairwc:l hy the 

cOInbinations of them. The effect of the rdll'ction of SE to the lnorphological 

operators is also analyzed in this chapt('r. The rdlection of SE in dilation is 

inlportant especially to the operators that are g('uerated hy the cOluhinntion 

of erosion and dilation. 
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Chapter 3 

Analyzing Weighted Dilation in 

the Frequency Domain 

3.1 Introduction 

~Iost of morphological analysis has bN.'n done in the time (or spatial) do

Inain because of lack of transforrns which lnake it possible to also d('srribc tlwlll 

in a transform domain [19] [42] [58]. lIeijlnans and ~Iaragos have built a trans

form named slope transfornl, by which 1l10rphological o})('rators are ('l1dO\\'l'd 

with eigenfunctions and related transfer functions in n transfonn dotnain [191 
[20]. nut a general I-D signal docs not bear significant characteristics and 

physical meanings in it. On the contrary, to I-D signal, lllPthods basN.I 011 the 

frequency domain analysis have been the Inain lllethodology. Therefore, in this 

chapter, our atteInpt is to build a relationship oet\\'C'Cu wt.'ighteu Illorphologi

cal dilation and the traditional frequency dOlllaiu analysis under the following 

conditions: 

1. The input signal J{n) is a 111Ono ascending function and n nrc integers. 

2. The structuring elelnent g{1U) is n flat line srgulrnt, satisfies 9(,11) = A > 
OJ nl = 0,· .. , AI - 1, where 4\1 is the length of g(1U), A is a constant; 

The derivations arc based on two thcori('S: weighted Illorphologicnl filtl'r 

and ED filter. ED filter clllploys paralllcter J\/ and II:, to sort the input signal in 

23 



3.2 \Vcigllted Aforphologiclll Filters 

ascending order and extracts the kth clelllent. Thus k s<'qu('nc('S arc gcn('rat('<i 

and when k = 1, the sequence is erosion; when k = AI, the S('(lUCIlCC is dilation. 

Based on this definition, weighted dilation is retiefint'd in this chapter. Un

der the two preconditions, the relationship between the dilation and the other 

1.:-1 sequences is built. Furthernl0re, a Inathelnatical relationship is also found 

between weighted dilation of J(n), g(7n) and the convolution of theln. Since 

the convolution of two signals in the tinIe dOInain can be transformed to the 

multiplication of these two signals in the frN]uency dOIllain, a weighted dila

tion of the function f(n) with the structuring clelnent g(71I) is transforIucd to 

a mathenlatical expression in the frequency dOIllain. 

Although the two preconditions arc still very strict and only one Illorpho

logical operator is analyzed in this chapter, the proposed derivations and al

goritllllls provide some novel ideas in analyzing lllOrphologiral oprrntors in the 

frequency domain. 

3.2 Weighted Morpllological Filters 

The definition of weighted Illorphological operators are first ly rais('(l by 

~Iohamlnand in his paper [31] [59]. The wcight("'(l Illorphological operators 

eUlploy multiplication and division in place of addition and suhtraction in clas

sical Illorphological operations. The weighted Illorphological operators' per

formance dOlninate over classical ones for signalsjhnag('s buried in salt and 

pepper, speckle and Gaussian noises. 

Classical grey-scale (GS) erosion and dilation arc tiefiul'tl as (2.5.1) and 

(2.5.2). The weighted erosion (\VER) and dilation (\\'01) arc cit'filled as: 

\VOIUtn), g(m)] - Ina.x{J(u - 71J)g(71l)}, 
m 

\VERUtn),g(m)] - Inin{f(l1 + ,n)/g(71l)}; 
m 

(3.2.1) 

(3.2.2) 

\vhere 11, 'Ill E Dg and to J(o), 0 satisfil'S 0 En" D, ~ IE and [)g ~ IE d('notc 

the dOlnains of f(n) and g(n). 

In Fig. 3.1 (a) the conlparison betwccn weighted dilation and traditional 

dilation is shown and the conlparison betwccn weighted erosion and cla.,,,ical 

JiTlfei Zhang 
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3.3 ED Filter 26 

3.3 ED Filter 

Erosion and Dilation (ED) filter is firstly introuucro by Qi Li and Zh~llg Ji 

in [32]. ED filter applies an ED operator with two paranlCters J\ / and k in place 

of the operator of rnax and Tn-in in traditional gray-scale dilation and erosion. 

The ED operator extracts the kth element fronl an input signal sequence in 

which its elements are sorted in an ascending order according to the structure 

element with the length of AI. As k varies fronl 1 to AI, AI sequences are 

generated. \Vhen k is selected to be A/ or 1, ED filter can be regarded as 

Erosion or Dilation filter in these special cases [32]. 

In our works, ED filter is re-defined based on the theory of weighted rnor

phological filter as follow: 

f{n) 0M,k g{m) = Sk{f(n - m) . g(rn)lnz = 0,1,2",', AI - I}, (3.3.1) 

where 0M,k denotes an ED operator and its subscript 4\/, k ucnot('S that the 

ED filter has a flat structure clement g(nl) with a length i\1 and the order of 

ED filter is k and k = 1,2"·,, AI; operator Sk sorts {f(n - fn) . g(lu)ll11 = 

0, 1,2, · · . , AI - I} in ascending order and extracts the kth value; 11 is illtcg('rs, 

/(11.) is a real number sequence. 

\Vhen k = AI: 

J(n) 0M,M g(I11) = Su{J(ll - 71~) . g(111)1111 = 0, 1,2,···,1\1 - I} 
AI-I = n13 .. ,,{J(lI - TI1)' g(Tn)} 
m=O 

= \VDI[{(n), g(m»). (3.3.2) 

3.4 Analyzing Weigllted Dilation in tIle Fre

quency Domain 

Firstly, the conditions nlentionoo in the introduction of this chapter has to 

be re-emphasized. 
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3.4 Analyzing \Veighted Dilation in the Frequency Donlain 27 

1. the input signal f(n) is a mono ascending function and 11. are integers. 

2. The structuring element g(rn) is a flat line segment, satisfies g(111) = A > 

0; 1n = 0,···, AI - 1, Al is the length of g(rn), A is a constant; 

Based on our research, the following deductions and analysis are tenable 

under these conditions. 

Based on (3.3.1) in the previous section, the following equation can be 

found: 

Lemma: 
AI AI-I 

Lf(n) GAl,k g{m} = L f(n - m}g(rn}. (3.4.1) 
k=l m=O 

Proof: Based on (3.3.1), it is apparent that, 

f(n) 8M,l g(m) 

- SI {f(n - nl) . g(nl)lnl = 0, 1,2,···, Al - I} 

- Sl{f(n - O)g(O),j(n -1)g{I), •.. ,j(n - (I\I-l))g(I\I- I)} 

- min{f(n - O)g(O), f{n - I)g(I},···, f(n - (i\1 - l))g(AI - I)}. 

Since f(n) is a mono ascending function and g(1n) = A > 0, Then: 

f(n - O)g(O) > f(n - l)g(l) > ... > f(n - (AI - l))g(Al - 1). 

Thus: 

f(n} GM,I g(m) = f(n - (AI - 1))g{Af - 1). 

Based on (3.4.2), with k varied from 2 to J\I, it is easy to find that: 

Then: 

Al 

f(n) GAl,2 g(m) - f(n - (AI - 2))g(AI - 2), 

f(n) GM,3 g(111} = f(n - (AI - 3)}9(1\1 - 3), 

/(n) GAI,A! g(rn) = f(n - O)g(O). 

L f(n) GAl,k g(rn.) - f(n) GAl,I g(rn) + ... + /(11) GAl,Al g(1n} 
k=l 

(3.4.2) 
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3.4 Analyzing Weighted Dilation in the Frequency Domain 28 

- f(n - (AI - l))g(AI - 1) + ... + f(n - 0)9(0) 
AI-I 

- L f(n - rn)g(rn). 
m=O 

Furthermore, based on the definition of convolution: 

then: 

Let 

U-I 

f(n) * g(rn) = L f(n - rn)g(rn), 
m=O 

AI 

L f(n) 8A1,k g(m) = f(n) * g(m). 
k=l 

/(n) 8U,M g(rn) = rM(n), 

f(n) 0U,AI-l g(rn) - rM-l (71), 

f(n) 8A1,l g(rn) - rdn). 

From the deduction above, it is apparent that: 

rAl(n) = f(n - O)g(O), 

rM-l(n) - f(n - 1)9(1), 

rl(n) - f(n - (AI - 1))g(Af - 1) . 

. : g( rn) = A > 0, 

(3.4.3) 

:. TM-I(n) = Af(n - 1), compared with rM(n) = Af(n), it is found that: 

Furthermore, 

rM-2(n) - rM(n - 2), 

TM-3(n) - ru(n - 3), 

TI(n) - ru(n - (AI - 1)). 
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Then based on (3.4.3): 

AI 

L: j(n} GAlIk g(m} 
k=1 

- j(n) 0A1,A1 g(rn) + f(n) 0M,M-l g(rn) + ... + ](n) 8M,l g(1n) 

- rAl(n) + rAl-l(n) + ... + Tl(n) 

- rM(n) + rM(n - 1) + ... + rM(n - (AI - 1)) 
11/-1 A/-l 

- L: TM(n - m) = L: f(n - m)g(m) = f(n) * g(nl). (3.4.4) 
m=O m=O 

Based on (3.3.2), 

rM(n) = f(n) 8M,M g(rn) = \VDI [t(n), g(m)]. 

A mathematical relationship between the weighted dilation with structuring 

elernent g(n) and the convolution of f(n), g(n) is formed. 

Let RM(ejW ), F(ejW ), G(eiw ) denote the discrete Fourier transfornl of rM(n), 

f(11.}, g(n) respectively. then according to (3.4.4), 

+00 11/-1 M-I +00 

L: [L: 1'M(n - rn)]e-iwn = L: [ L: rM(n - rn)e-iwn ] = F· G (3.4.5) 
n=-oo m=O m=O n=-oo 

According to the discrete-time Fourier time shifting propcrty [60], thc fol

lowing transform is tenable: 

+00 
L: TM(n - rn)c- jwn = HAlc-iwm , 

n=-oo 

then (3.4.5) can be transformed to: 

AI-I 

L: RA/e-jwm = F· G. (3.4.6) 
m=O 

The left portion of (3.4.6) is a geonlctric progression. it can be tranSfOrIllCd 

to: 
AL:f

-
1 

R -jwm R 1- e-jwA/ 
Me = ·M-

1
---·-, 

- e-)W 
m=O 
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then (3.4.6) can be transformed to: 

1 - e-jwU 

Ru . =F·G 1- e-)W 

1 - e-jw 

::} Ru = 1 . u G . F. 
- c-)w 

Based on the preconditions mentioned at the beginning of this section, the 

structuring element g{rn.) is a flat line segment which can be treated as a square 

waveform shown in Fig. 3.2. 

g(m) 
~ ~ 

At------, 

-.. 
kf In 

Fig. 3.2: Square waveform g(rn) 

Then the discrete Fourier transform of g{rn) is: 

. (wAl) 
G = A sln"""2 _jw(Ml-l) 

• (W) e , sin 2" 

then 

In (3.4.7), 

1 - -jw 
__ e __ e-jw(M:l-l) 

1 - c-jwM 

e-jw(~) _ e-jw(¥) 

1- e-jwM 

= (e- iw(¥) - e-jw(Mj!»)(l _ eiwM ) 

(1 - e-jwA1 )(1 - ejwA1 ) 

(3.4.7) 
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Since: 

then: 

(1 - e-iWM )(1 _ eiwM ) 

_ 2 - (e- iwM + eiwM ) 

- 2 - 2 cos{wAJ), 

31 

(c-iw(¥) _ e-iw(¥»)(1 _ eiwM) _ (e-iw(¥) _ c-iw(¥»)(1 _ ('iwM) 

(1 - e-jwM )(1 - eiwM ) - 2 - 2 cos(wAl) 

Furthermore: 

(e-iw('U;l) _ e-jw( Mll »)(1 _ eiwM ) 

_ e-iw(M;l) _ eiw(Mtl) _ e-jw{Mt1) + eiw(M'J-I) 

At - 1 Al + 1 
- 2cos{w 2 ) - 2cos(w 2 ), 

thus: 
1 - e-iw _. (M=.!) cos (w_M;_l ) - coS(wMtl) 
---~e JW 'l = . 
1 - e- jwM 1 - cos(wA1) 

Then (3.4.7) can be transformed to: 

RM = Asin(~)[cos(w¥) - cos(w¥)). F. 
sin(~)[1 - cos(wAI}] 

(3.4.8) 

sin(wM )[cos(w AI-I) cos(wM±!)] 
A T sin(j )1~S~M)1 2 is the discrete time Fourier transfonn of weighted 

dilation operator under the two preconditions and its properties are detennined 

by two parameters: the amplitude of the structuring elenlent A and the length 

of the structuring element AI. In Fig. 3.3, the effects of weighted dilation in 

the frequency domain with the variety of Al is illustrated. It is shown that 

with the increasing of the length of the structuring element, more noises nrc 

endued. 

Thus, a weighted morphological operator is endowed a rigorous Inathe

matical expression in the frequency domain. The proposcU deductions in this 

chapter provides a way for the further analysis of the morphological operators' 

properties in the frequency domain. Especially (3.4.1), it is a bridge between 

the weighted dilation of /(n), g{rn) and the convolution of theine It is believed 

that (3.4.1) is also correct to arbitrary /(n) and g{rn), but a strict proof has 

not been found yet. 
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3.5 Conclusion 

The exposition in this chapter is largely theoretical. The objective of the 

work presented in this chapter is to provide a rigorous theoretical connection 

between the morphological operators and the frequency dOlnain analysis. 

Under the two preconditions, weighted morphological dilation with a struc

turing element g(m) is transformed to a mathematical expression in the fre

quency domain. Compared with slope transform by which the morphological 

dilation is transformed to addition, our contribution is very complex, but the 

transform of weighted dilation in the frequency domain gives us a clear vision 

of the effect of the morphological operators to the signal's frequency properties. 

Although the proposed methods still cannot be applied to arbitrary sig

nals, the proposed derivations, algorithms and analyzing methods provide novel 

ideas in applying morphological operators to 1-D signals. 

Jinfei Zhang 
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(c) When Al = 500, the effed of weighted dilation in the frequency dOluain 

Fig. 3.3: Comparing the effects of weighted dilation in the frequency donlain 
with the variety of At; A = 1. 
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Chapter 4 

Morphological Multi-resolution 

Decomposition Schemes 

4.1 Introduction 

It has been recognized that the multi-resolution signal dccOInposition sdlClncs 

provide convenient and effective ways to process signals [21] [fil] [62]. 1\lost of 

the multi-resolution decomposition schenles are based on the theories of pyra

mid and wavelet, using the convolution and time-frequency donlain transfor

mation. In recent years, several researchers have proposed nonlinear multi

resolution signal decomposition schemes based on lllorphological operators [25] 

[26] [63] [64] [65]. However, until Goutsias and Heijrnans presented a set of 

fundamental theories named l\forphological Pyrmnid (l\IP) and l\lorphological 

\Vavelet (l\1W), which are derived froIn traditional wavelet and pyramid theo

ries, there was not a unified standpoint and framework for nonlinear pyratnids, 

filter banks and wavelets, including morphological pyralnids and wavelets con

struction [25]. !vlP and l\l\V inherit the muiti-dilllension and ululti-Ievel anal

ysis of wavelet and pyramid, whilst they do not require the tiule-frequellcy 

domain analysis. Furthermore, 1\IP and 1\1\ V extend the original wavelct and 

pyramid from the linear domain, which is based on the convolution and time

frequency domain transformation, to the nonlinear dOIuain. The theories pre-

34 



4.1 Introduction 35 

sented by Goutsias and Heijmans can be regarded as a franlework for con

struction of the morphological wavelet and pyramid. Based on this framework, 

some schemes have been developed for specific applications of inlage process

ing. However the details of the operators proposed in this frarne\vork have not 

been investigated comprehensively. 

In this chapter, three multi-resolution signal decomposition scheInes- ~lulti

resolution 110rphological Top-Hat scheme (~I~ITH), ~lulti-resolution ~Iorpho

logical Gradient scheme (11~IG) and 11ulti-resolution Noise Tolerant 1Iorpho

logical Gradient scheme (~INT11G) are presented. All of theln are based on 

~lorphological Wavelet theories. The analysis operators and synthesis opera

tors of the proposed schemes are constructed according to morphological cou

pled wavelet theories [25]. These schemes composed of morphological opera

tors totally inherits the simple computation property of 11~1 (~Iathenlatical 

110rphology) operators. The mathematical calculation involved includes only 

addition, substraction, and sorting operations without any Inultiplication and 

division, which are used in other matheInatical tools including \Vavelet Trans

form. \Vhen acting upon complex shapes of signal, it is fast and easy to 

irnplement. 

The idea of 11~1TH is first raised by Pu Sun in [33], in this chapter the 

operators is redefined based on morphological wavelet theory. The ~l~lTH 

scheme adopts Top-Hat operator as its signal analysis operator which is an 

effective morphological technique for extracting locally bright objects in grey

scale image processing [66]. The ~1~ITH scheme shows its significant effect in 

distinguishing symmetrical features fronl asymInetrical features on the wave

form. 

The 11~IG scheme adopts morphological gradient as its signal analysis oper

ator, which is frequently used for edge detection in image and signal processing. 

In this thesis, the ~1~IG scheme is applied to characterize and recognize the 

sudden changes with sharp peaks and valleys on the wavefonn, and by decolll

posing the signal into different levels, the higher the level is processed, the Inore 

details of the sudden changes are revealed. In application, the ~l~lG schelne 
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is utilized to extract the fault generated transient features in power system 

protection. Since its operations are concerned with the shape of the signal 

waveform, which is the key point of analyzing the transient features superim

posing upon the fundamental signal waveform, the advantages of the 1I1IG 

scheme is apparent. But the simulation results show that although the perfor

mance of MMG is satisfactory under various fault conditions, it will inevitably 

deteriorate when various disturbances are imposed on the transient current 

signal. These disturbances can be considered as noise. In order to iInprove the 

accuracy of fault location, 11NT11G decomposition scheme is constructed. 

The analysis operators and synthesis operator of the 1INT11G schenle are 

constructed according to morphological coupleq wavelet theories. One of the 

analysis operators of 11NT1-IG scheme is constructed by two parts, one is the 

morphological gradient operator and the other fulfills the noise reduction. Such 

a construction is efficient for extracting features from a transient signal with 

noise disturbance. 

4.2 Basic Principles of Morphological Wavelet 

4.2.1 Pyramid condition 

To obtain a nlathematical representation for a multi-resolution signal de

composition scheme, a sequence of signal domains, assigned at each level of 

the scheme, and analysis/synthesis operators that Inap infonnation between 

different levels are needed [21] [25]. Each step towards a higher level is iIn

plemented by an analysis operator, whereas each step toward a lower level is 

implemented by a synthesis operator. This is a widely accepted approach to 

Inulti-resolution signal decomposition [67]. 110roover, Goutsias and Hcijlnans 

presented a set of theories to treat the analysis and synthesis operators from a 

general point of view. 
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Analysis and synthesis operators 

Let .J ~ Z be an index set indicating the levels in a multi-resolution signal 

decomposition scheme. J is considered to be finite or iufinite. In the finit.e ca~e, 

J = {O, 1,"" K}, for K < 00, whereas J = {O, I,··.} in the iufinite case. A 

domain \tj of signals is assigned at each level j. No particular assuInptions on 

\'i are made at this point (e.g., it is not necessarily true that Vj is a lincar 

space). In this framework, signal analysis consists of decolllposing a signal ill 

the direction of increasing j. This task is accomplished by llleans of analysis 

operators 1jJ] : "'i ~ "'i+l. On the other hand, signal synthesis proceeds in 

the direction of decreasing j, by means of synthesis operators 1/1; : \'i+ 1 --+ \'i. 
Here, the upward arrow indicates that the operator 1/J t Inaps a signal to a level 

higher in the pyramid, whereas the downward arrow indicates that the operator 

.lj;! maps a signal to a level lower in the pyramid. 

The signal can travel from any level in the pyramid to a higher level j by 

successively composing analysis operators. This gives an operator 

j > i (4.2.1) 

which maps an element in Vi to an element in Vj. On the other hand, the 

composed synthesis operator 

j > i (4.2.2) 

takes the signal back from level j to level i. Finally, the COlllposition 

j > i (4.2.3) 

can be defined, which takes a signal from level i to level j and back to level i 

again. 

Pyramid condition 

In Goutsias and Heijmans' work, they distinguished between two types of 

multi-resolution decomposition. One is the pyramid scheIlle, the other is the 

wavelet scheme. Both of them consist of a nUInber of levels such that the 
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amount of information decreases towards a higher level. Each step towards a 

higher level is implemented by an analysis operator, whereas each step toward 

a lower level is implemented by a synthesis operator. 

Synthesis operators and analysis operators must satisfy pyramid condition 

which plays an important role in constructing decomposition scheme operators. 

Consider a domain Vi of signal spaces and j is a finite of infinite index set. 

Assume that there is two families of operators, a family 1/1 J of analysis operators 

mapping Vi into Vi+l and a family 1/1; of synthesis operators mapping \,;+1 
back into Vi, The synthesis and analysis operators must satisfy the pyratnid 

condition which plays an important role in constructing the operators of the 

decomposition scheme. Consider a family Vj of signal spaces and j is a fiuit(~ 

or an infinite index set. Here the signals consist of two families of operators, 

a family 1/1J of analysis operators mapping Vj into Vj+1 and a fatnily 1/1; of 

synthesis operators mapping V j +1 back into Vj. The analysis and synthesis 

operators 1/1 J, 1/1J are said to satisfy the pyramid condition if 1/J J 1/:; = -id on V j + 1 

where id is an identity operator. 

The pyramid condition guarantees that no information is lost in two con

secutive steps: synthesis and analysis. It is the fundamental principle used to 

construct pyramid and wavelet operators. 

4.2.2 Pyramid transform 

Block diagrams, illustrating the pyramid transform and its inverse, when 

J = {a, 1}, are depicted in Fig. 4.1. In Fig. 4.1, analysis of a signal x E \';, 

followed by synthesis, yields an approximation x = ~jJ+l(X) = 1/1;1/1J (x) E \~ 

of x, where ij = "1+1. It assumed here that there exists a subtraction operator 

(x, x) -+ x':x mapping V; x ij into a set Yj. Furthernlore, assuInc that therc 

exists an addition operator (x, y) --+ x+y mapping ij x Y; into \j. The detail 

signal y = x':x contains information about x which is not present in :;; and thc 

detail signal y. Toward this goal, the assumption of perfect reconstruction is 

introduced below: 

x+(x':x) = x, if x E Vj and x = ~jJ+l(X). 
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Yo 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 4.1: Illustration of (a) a three-level pyramid transfornl and (b) its inverse. 

This leads to the following recursive signal analysis scheme: 

{ 
Xo = x E Vo 

Xj+l = ¢J(Xj) E Vi+l, j ~ o. 
Yj = Xj":'1/J;(xj+d E lj 

(4.2.4) 

(4.2.5) 

Notice that, because of the perfect reconstruction condition, signal x E 

Vo can be exactly reconstructed from Xj+l and Yo, Yl,"', Yj by rncans of the 

backward recursion 

(4.2.6) 

The process of decomposing a signal Xo E \'0 in terms of equations (4.2.4) 

and (4.2.5) will be referred to here as the pyrrunid transfonn of x, whereas the 

process of synthesizing x by means of equation (4.2.6) will be referred to as the 

inverse pyramid transform. 
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4.2.3 Coupled wavelet 

Compared with the structure of morphological pyramid, morphological cou

pled wavelet is comprised two analysis operators: a signal analysis operator, a 

detail analysis operator, and one synthesis operator[25]. In Fig.{4.2) one stage 

of the coupled wavelet decomposition scheme is illustrated. In Fig( 4.2), Vj and 

lVj are two sets: "'i is the signal space at level j and UTj is the detail space 

at level j; VIJ : \.'i ~ \.'i+l is the signal analysis operator, wJ : U'j ~ n J+I 

is the detail analysis operator and 'lI J is the synthesis operator to nlap the 

information back to the low level. 

In order to guarantee that no information is lost and the decomposition is 

non-redundant, the analysis operators 1/1J, wJ and synthesis operator wj nUlst 

follow the condition below: 

1/'J (wj(x, V)) = x, if x E \.'i+l, Y E U'j+b 

wJ (W;(x, V)) = y, if x E "'i+b Y E "'j+l. (4.2.7) 

which is the pyramid condition when there are two analysis operators. 

It is also required to yield a complete signal representation, in the sense 

that the mappings (VIJ, wJ): \.'i ~ \.'i+l x H'j+l and w;: \.'i+l x H'j+l ~ \j are 

inverses of each other. This leads to the following condition: 

wJ{1/1J (x),wJ(x)) = x, if x E \j. (4.2.8) 

Furthermore, given an input signal Xo E \'0, consider the following recursive 

analysis scheme: 

Xo ~ {Xl, YI} ~ {X2' Y2, Yl} ~ ... 

~ {Xk,Yk,Yk-b···,Yl} ~ ... (4.2.9) 

where 

Xj+l - 1/1J (Xj) E "'i+l 

Yi+l - wJ (Xj) E "';+1, j ~ o. (4.2.10) 
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The original signal Xo can be exactly reconstructed from Xk and Yl, Y2, .. " 

Yk by means of the following recursive synthesis schenle: 

Xj = 'l';(Xj+b Yi+l), j = k - 1, k - 2, "', 0 (4.2.11) 

which show that the decomposition (4.2.9) and (4.2.10) is invertible. the signal 

representation scheme governed by (4.2.7)-(4.2.11) is referred to as the coupled 

wavelet decomposition scheme[25]. 

In this thesis, the following decomposition schemes adopt not only the struc

ture of coupled wavelet which is demonstrated in Fig(4.2), but also the undec

imated algorithm. 

~+I 
Xj+l Y,+I 

~ m1 
j 

Analysis Analysis 

Vj 

Fig. 4.2: One stage of the couple wavelet decomposition scheme. 

The undecimated algorithm is based on the idea of no decilnation. It applies 

the wavelet transform and omits both down-sampling in the forward and up

sampling in the inverse transform. ~Iore precisely, it applies the transform 

at each point of the signal and saves the detail coefficients and uses the low

frequency coefficients for the next level. In image processing, this algorithm 

gives the best results in terms of visual quality - less blurring for larger noise 

renloval [63]. 

In the following sections, by selecting different analysis and synthesis opera

tors, three different morphological undecimated wavelet decOInposition schelIlCs 

are presented. Furthermore, based on their respective properties, they arc Cll1-

ployed to fulfill the inrush current identification in transformer protection and 

fault transient extraction in transmission line protcction in the following chap

ters respectively. 
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4.3 Morphological Multi-resolution Top-Hat De

composition Scheme 

The underlying basis of morphology filtering technique is to process signals 

by a function, known as the structuring element (SE) in general or structuring 

function for a I-D signal. With various sequences of fundamental morphological 

operators, dilation and erosion, the technique is able to preserve or suppress the 

feature represented by SE and obtain a signal with only con1ponents of interest. 

Therefore, such an algebraic system with its operators and their combinations 

allows the underlying shapes to be identified, reconstructed and enhanced fronl 

their noisy, distorted forms. The 11orphological11ulti-resolution Top-Hat De

composition Scheme {1111TH} is constructed under this strategy. The aiIn of 

~IMTH is to separate the waveform into various level of details. 

4.3.1 Proving the MMTH scheme satisfied the require

ment of the coupled wavelet 

The !\,f11TH scheme adopts the construct of the coupled wavelet scheme 

which is denoted in Fig. 4.2. The signal analysis operator of ~l~ITH decoIll

position scheme 1/J] equals id - "YAj; detail analysis operator w] equals "YAj and 

synthesis operator 'l1; equals Vj +1 + \Vj +1. It is shown that: 

Xj+l = 1/J} {Xj} - (id - 'YAj)(Xj); 

Yi+l = w} (Xj) - 'YAj{Xj); 

1/J] ('l1j{Xj+b Yitl)) - 1/J]{id(xj)) = Xj+l' {4.3.1} 

And it is easy to obtain wJ ('l1;{Xj+l, Yi+l)) = Yi+b while Xj E Vj, l~jtl E VjtI 

and Yj+l E W j +1• So the analysis operators and synthesis operator of 11!\ITH 

decomposition scheme are satisfied equation {4.2.7}. 

Furthermore, 
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which shows that equation{ 4.2.8) is proved to be satisfied. It is not diffi

cult to be proved that equations (4.2.9)-(4.2.11) are also satisfied. Therefore 

the 11~1TH decomposition scheme composed of (id -iAj)(Xj) as the analysis 

operator, iAj (xi) as the detail analysis operator and Xitl + Yitl as the syn

thesis operator is a coupled wavelet schenle, where xi E Vi' Xjtl E Viti and 

Yjt1 E Wit1 . 

The structuring element of the 1'f1fTH scheme G j decreases as the increas-

ing of j which can be expressed as: 

j = 0,1,2,···, AI. (4.3.2) 

GM is 2 units in I-D signal processing or a 2x2 units square in inlage processing, 

the structuring element Go is named Base SE (BSE). 

4.3.2 The performance of MMTH scheme in image pro

cessing 

The performance of the J\;111TH scheme in image processing is illustrated 

in Fig. 4.3. A 20 x 20 pixels square is chosen as the BSE AI, and with the 

increasing of the index j of the structuring element A j , the structuring element 

reduces to a 2 x 2 square according to equation (4.3.2). The results of the last 

two levels are obtained by the same SE: a 2 x 2 square; and since iA5(rS) is 

null, the 111rfTH scheme decomposed the input image into 5 levels. Fig. 4.3, 

(a) is the input image; the results of 1/1], w], \II; where j = 1,2,···,5 are 

illustrated in Fig. 4.3 (b) to (p) respectively. In these figures, it is shown that 

the ~l~ITH scheme can achieve lossless reconstruction to the lower level which 

are demonstrated in Fig. 4.3 (d), (g), U), (nl), (p). 
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4.3.3 The performance of MMTH scheme in distinguish

ing asymmetrical signal from symmetrical signal 

In this thesis, the ~1~ITH decomposition scheme in an attempt to apply 

morphological signal processing technique to the identification of inrush cur

rent, is utilized to characterize and recognize any unique feature in the inrush 

current, to distinguish it from internal fault conditions. Such features are the 

asymmetries of the inrush current in both amplitude and duration which is 

introduced in detail in the next chapter. To extract the asymmetrical fea

tures associated with the inrush current, 1111TH is employed to separate the 

waveform into various level of details. 

In Fig. 4.4, the performances of 11~ITH to a symmetrical signal and an 

asymmetrical signal are shown respectively. The BSE Ao equals Bms. Accord

ing to equation (4.3.2), A 1=4ms, A2=2ms. Compared Fig. 4.4 (a) and Fig. 4.4 

(b), the difference between the symmetrical signal and the asymmetrical signal 

is apparent. To a symmetrical signal, the differences of the peak value of the 

adjacent levels equal that of the valley value of the adjacent levels. Ho\vever, to 

an asymmetrical signal, the differences of the peak values between the adjacent 

levels are different with that of the corresponding valley values. For exanlple, 

in Fig. 4.4 (b) the difference between the peak values of Levell (generated by 

1/;6) and that of Level 2 (generated by 1/JI) is 0.25, while the difference of the 

corresponding valley values is only 0.05. However, in Fig. 4.4 (a), to a classi

cal sine signal which is a symmetrical signal, the difference of the peak values 

between Levelland that of Level 2 equals the difference of the corresponding 

valley values which is 0.45. 

Furthermore, if the input signal is not a standard sine signal but a sine 

signal with an exponential decreasing component d(t), which is shown in Fig. 

4.5 (a), the results are not affected, which is still 0.45 shown in Fig. 4.5 (b); 

and the difference of the corresponding peak and valley values are equivalent. 

In order to describe the asymmetry of the signal shown in Fig. 4.4 (b) 

and the symmetry of the signal shown in Fig. 4.5 (a) more accurately, some 
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Dill""'". '.4$ 

1.004 1.006 1.008 1.01 1.012 1.014 1.016 1.0111 1.02 1.022 1.024 
Time(s) 

(a)The performance of ~1~ITH to a symmetrical signal 

-Q.S 1.004 1.006 1.008 1.01 1.012 1.014 1.016 1.018 102 1.022 1024 

Time (5) 

(b )The performance of ~1~ITH to an asynlmetrical signal 

Fig. 4.4: The performance of ~l~lTH schenle to a synulletrical signal and an 
asymmetrical signal 

modifications are employed to equation (4.3.2): 

j = 0, 1,2,···, AI, (4.3.3) 

where the length of GM is two units, a is a constant, in this thesis a =lms. 

Furthermore, a parameter 81 is utilized to described the degree of the asyIU

metry of the signal. The definition of 81 is presented as: 

8[ = IArnax - IAminl!, 
Amax + IAminl 

(4.3.4) 

where Arnax and Amin shown in Fig. 4.6 (a) are the ma.ximum and nliniInum 

in one period of the signal respectively. In Fig. 4.6 (b), the variety of 81 of the 

symmetrical signal and the asymmetrical signal with the increasing of the level 

of rvl~lTH are illustrated. the BSE Go equals lOms. It is shown that except 

the result of the 13th level, the difference between the asymmetrical signal and 

the symmetrical signal is apparent. Especially in the 4th Level, the differeIlce 

reaches its maximum, and in this level a SE of 6ms is utilized. 
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-I 
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(a)A sine signal with an exponential decreasing conlponent d(t). 

1.01 1.01~ 

Time(s) 

1.02 1.025 

(b )The performance of ~l~lTH 

Fig. 4.5: The performance of ~1~ITH scheme to a sine signal with an exponen
tial decreasing component d(t). 

In practice, selecting a proper level as output and an optimal BSE are iIn

portant in applying ~f~fTH. A proper level with an optimal length of BSE 

should allow the asymmetry in the amplitude he accurately extracted, with a 

reasonable length of BSE to avoid excessive calculation, since the longer the 

structuring element is, the more computation effort expose to the 1I1orphology 

operation. Based on the analysis above and the experimental cOInpressions, 

9nls is chosen as the length of BSE, equation (4.3.3) is employed as the Incch

anism of the changing of the SE and the second level is selected as the output. 

The performance of ~·I~ITH with a BSE of 9ms length is illustrated in Fig. 4.7. 
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(b)The variety of OJ of symmetrical signal and asymmetrical signal with the 

increasing of the level. 

Fig. 4.6: The variety of 01 of symmetrical signal and asymmetrical signal with 
the increasing of the level. 

4.4 Multi-resolution Morphological Gradient 

4.4.1 Multi-resolution morphological gradient 

\Vhen the analysis operator 1/1J = Pgt - Pg-:-, detail analysis operator wJ = 
J J 

id - (pgt - Pg7") and the synthesis operator'll; = \'i+l + \Vj +1, the scheme, 
. J J 

which is constructed by these operators and adopts the construction of cou-

pled wavelet is named 1Iulti-resolution 11orphological Gradient (1111G). In the 

111'IG scheme, morphological gradient PA is employed as a part of the analysis 

operator and detail analysis operator. It is not difficult. to prove that the 1111G 

scheme satisfies equations (4.2.7)-(4.2.11), which are the necessary conditions 

of coupled wavelet scheme. 

11orphological Gradient (11G) PA is frequently used for edge detection in 

image and signal processing. The geometric illustration and effect of 11G are 

depicted in Fig. 4.8, which demonstrates the process of 1lG computation for 

a ramped-step signal f(x) by a flat SE g, where the symbol fl indicates the 
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Fig. 4.7: \Vhen the length of BSE Go is DIns, the perfonnance of 111ITII. 

origin of the SE lJ. It should be noticed that there is a distinct rneaning of 

11G, different from gradient in physics. Since the dilation and erosion using a 

flat SE have effects of maxima and minima morphological filtering, for every 

point, the 11G is determined by the differencc between ruaxinla and IlliniIna 

obtained within the domain of the Hat SEe 

4.4.2 Analyzing the MMG deconlposition schenle 

In this thesis, 11G is employed as the analysis operator of the 11~IG de

composition scheme with the atteInpt to analyze the sharp peaks and valleys 

on the waveform in details. 

The efficicncy of the ~1~IG scheme is afft'cted by luauy factors, the first 

factor is the length of the structuring elcrnent. In Fig. 4.D, a rarnped-step 

signal f(x) is processed by two flat SEs g1 and g2 respectively, where the 

sYlnbol 6. indicates the origin of the SEe The only difference between 91 and 

fl2 is that the lengths of these two SE 191 and 191 afe different: 2/91 = 191 , 

It is apparent that by SE 92 the shape of peak on the waveforn1 is dilated 

and extracted; while by SE 91, the ascending edge and descending edge of 

the ramped-step are extracted. Variable SE with different length can fulfill 

different tasks. Based on this analysis, in the 11~IG deconlposition schel11e, a 

scalable fiat line SE with diffefent lengths is employed. 

In the ~I~ITH decomposition scheIlle two scalable SEs arc also cluploycd, 

which arc expressed as equations (4.3.2) and (4.3.3) respectively. COI11parcd 

with equation (4.3.2), although by utilized the scalable SE based on equation 
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\ j(,) 

.. 

\ Jtx) 

Erosion\~ ___ _ 

... 

(a) signal f(x) (b)dilation (c) erosion (d)gradient 

Fig. 4.8: The calculation and effect of lnorphological gradient. 

(4.3.3) lnore detail about the changes of the signal are revealed, the calculation 

takes much lllore tirne as well. Furthermore in practice it is not necessary to 

be so accurate. Based on these analysis, the scalable SE based on equation 

(4.3.2) is employed as the lnechanisnl of the structuring elenlcnt of the ~I~IG 

schenle. 

The second factor that affects the effirit'ncy of the I\II\IG schcrne is the 

origin of the structuring element. In Fig. 4.9 (c) although by utilized SE g1 

the ascending edge and descending edge of the ranlped-step are extracted, the 

two edges cannot be distinguished froln the result of I\I~IG. in order to solve 
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Fig. 4.9: The calculation and effect of nl0rphological gradient. (a) and (d) 
illustrate signal f(x); (b) and (e) illustrate the results of dilation and erosion 
with SE 91 and 92 respectively; (c) and (f) illustrate the results of ~IG with 91 
and g2 respectively. 

this problem, the scalable flnt. line SE bears not only variable lengths, but also 

different origins, which are defined ns: 

g+ - {gl, g2, ... ,g,-11 9l}, 

g- - {gl,g2, .. "g,-11g,}, 

(4.4.1) 

( 4.4.2) 

where g+ is the SE used for extracting the ascending edges and y- is for the 

descending edges. The underlined saInples, ll" in g+ and g- show their origins. 

It is easy to find that: 
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(a) 

Ax) 

Dilation 

(b) g+ Jtx) 

j(x} . 
(c) _-I.. Erosion 

(d) 

~g+ 

(a)signal f(x) (b) dilation (C) erosion (d)gradient 

Fig. 4.10: ~forphological gradient by a fiat SE with the origin nt its rightInost. 

- gW+, 
W 

- g- , 

where 9 is the reflection of 9 around its origin. 

(4.4.3) 

( 4.4.4) 

Based on the definition of l\IG, the scalable flat SE in equation (4.3.2) and 

the scalable fiat SE in equations (4.4.1) and (4.4.2), the analysis operator of 

l\l~lG 1/J] is defined as: 

(4.4.5) 
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(a) 

Ax) 

(b) j(x) 

(e) Erosion 

(d) 

Erosion - Dilation 

S--g-

(a) signal f(x) (b)dilation (C) erosion (d)gradient 

Fig. 4.11: ~lorphological gradient by a flat SE with the origin at its leftmost. 

where 9t is a flat line SE with the origin at its rightrnost and the origin of flj 

is at leftrnost; the length of gj denoted as Ig+ and that of gj denoted as 19~ 
J J 

satisfy 19+ = ~lg+ and 19- = ~Ig~ respectively. 
j+! J J+l J 

The explanations of Pgj at level 1 is gcoInetrically illustrated in Fig. 4.10. 

The solid lines in Fig. 4.10 (b) and (c) are the result of dilation and erosion 

in comparison with the input signal depicted in dashed lines. It is clear that 

the flat SE with the origin at the rightInost, indicated by sYInbol l:l in Fig. 

4.10, only affects the ascending edges by both dilating and eroding operations, 

because the origin of the fiat SE should fall in the umbra of the input signal. 
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(a) 

j{x) 

(b) 

(a) signal f(x) (b)~I~IG 

Fig. 4.12: A signal and its ~I~IG at first level. 

Due to the geometrical symmetry of Pg+ drfinC'd as the cliff('fC'IlCC between the 
J 

dilation and the erosion depicted in Fig. 4.10 (d), there is no position shifting 

introduced in 11~fG of detected signal wavefonn changes. Likewise, a process 

of computing descending edges of the signal wavefoflll by ~I~IG at level 1 

with the origin at the flat SE's leftnl0st, defined as - Pg~' is gcornetrically 
J 

demonstrated in Fig. 4.11. 

FrOln Figs. 4.12, it is shown that the 1I1IG schelllC is able to detect not 

only the exact location of wavefornl changes but also their polarities (changing 

directions). 

The third factor that affects the (~fficiency of the 1111G scheme is the de

composition levels. In Fig. 4.13, a waveform with sharp peak and valley is 

analyzed using 11l\IG. The length of the Base SE is 10 smnpling points, the 

input signal is processed by the l\1l\IG in three levels as shown in Fig. 4.13 

(b), (c) and (d). In Fig. 4.13 (b), it is shown that the analysis operator in 

the first level 1/.11 cannot depress the steady state cOInponents cOInpletely and 

in 4.13 (d) the analysis operator in the third levc11/J~ reduces the alllplitude 

of the signal too hard to be explored in practice, so the result of ,,,,,J is chosen 
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Fig. 4.13: The sharp peak and valley extraction using the i\1i\IG. 
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as the output named quadratic 1111G scheme, which is employed in extracting 

the fault generated transient features in the power systenl protection. 

4.4.3 Transient features extraction using MMG 

In the thesis, the 1111G scheme is applied to extract the fault generated 

transient wavefronts in the application of power systeIll protection. The appli

cation aims at characterizing and recognizing the unique features involved in 

the transient signals, which is manifested by a series of sudden changes with 

sharp peaks and valleys on the waveform. 

5 - .. 

:5 ....... j '-' 
~ 

"0 
0 ... 

.9 r . -

.~ 
~ 

:E ~. 1.1 J 
-5 -QlUJlral;c MMG 

5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.9 
Time (ms) 

Fig. 4.14: The performance of quadratic 1111G in the transient features 
extraction. 

The perforrnance of the quadratic 11~IG by choosing a flat line segInent with 

the length of 25ms as the Base SE is illustrated in Fig. 4.14. In cOIllparison 

with general lllethods and the Iuethod based on wavelet transfonn which is 

introduced in [68], the advantages of the 11~IG scheIne consist in the following 

aspects: 

Accurately pinpointing the transient wavefronts: Firstly, its cOluputa

tion is carried out in the complete tinlc-donlain without involving nny 

transformation algoritluu such as Fourier or \\ravclet tnulsfortn, which 

reflect the integral value over a givcn intef\111. Secondly, it introduces 

very little time delay in the 11~IG due to its short shifting data-window. 
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Explicitly indicating the polarities of transient waves: The changing di

rections of the transient wavefronts can be identified by the positive or 

negative pulses in the 1111G at level 1, and by the positive pulse leading 

or legging its negative pulse in the 11~IG at level 2. 

Easy recognition: Its processing result exhibits a fairly regular and explicit 

shape, which is easy to be recognized in tenns of its InaxiIna and polarity. 

A multi-resolution method: Comparing the 1111G in levc11,2 and 3, shown 

in Figs. 4.13(b), (c) and (d) respectively, reveals that the higher the level 

is processed, the more details about changes arc revealed. 

A fast algorithm implementation: Its iInplementation is very simply and 

just requires addition and comparison operations without requiring any 

nmltiplication operation. This merit makes it very suitable for ultrahigh

speed protection with lIs sanlpling period. 

In transient feature extraction, the proposed ~I~IG technique also has its 

limi tation: 

Lack of quantitively analytical methods: Firstly, the 11~1 technique is 

lack of quantitively analytical methods, due to the non-linearity of the 

set operations. It means that the exact magnitude and argulllcnt of the 

specified signal component can not be obtained through the 11~1 tech

nique. How to accurately calculate the rnagnitude and arguluent of thc 

Incasurand is usually to be the departure point of designing cOllventional 

protection for powcr engineers, who are familiar with the linear trans

form Inethods such as Fourier analysis. In order to soh'c this problern, 

in Chapter 3 of this thesis, the author attenlpts to build n detcfIllinate 

relationship between 11~1 operators and the classical analysis nlethods 

such as frequency analysis. In Chapter 3 sOlne of the 1I~1 operators 

arc transfornled to general transfer functions in the frequency dOlnain, 

although the restrictions are very strict. 
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Easily affected by noise: the ~1~IG decomposition schenle is sensitive to 

the transient features as well as to the noise which is analyz(\d in details 

in Chapter 7. In order to improve the ~I~IG scheme to be noise tolerant, 

a novel decomposition scheme is constructed which is introduced in the 

next section. 

4.5 Multi-resolution Noise Tolerant Morpllo

logical Gradient Decomposition Sclleme 

In order to improve the 1'1~IG scheme to be noise tolerant, ~Iulti-resolutioll 

Noise Tolerant 1forphological Gradient decoInpositioll scheIne (1INT~IG) is 

constructed. The signal analysis operator of ~INT~IG 1/)J equals ~(81 - c<? + 
8 - e); detail analysis operator w J equals id - ~ (8"'( - c<? + 8 - e) and synthe~is 

operator \lI; equals Vi+l + \Vi+l. It is shown that: 

Xi+1 = 1/1J (Xj) 

?li+l = wJ (Xj) 

1/J] ('11; (x i+l, Yi+l)) 

1 
- 2(81' - c~ + £5 - c)(Xj); 

- rid - 4(6")' - <¢ + 6 - e)](Xj); 

- 'l/J](id(xj)) = Xi+1. (4.5.1) 

And it is easy to obtain w] (w;(.t'j+b Yj+l)) = Yj+lt while Xj E Vj, Xj+l E VitI 

and Yi+1 E \Vj +l . So the analysis operators and synthesis operator of ~INT~IG 

decomposition schCIne are satisfied equation (4.2.7). 

Furthernlore, 

1 
- 2(61- c9 + £5 - c)(Xj) + 

rid - 4(6")' - ~¢ + 6 - £))(Xj), 

which shows that equation( 4.2.8) is proved to be satisfied. It is not difficult to 

be proved that equations (4.2.9)-(4.2.11) are also satisfied. So the 11NT11G 

decomposition schenle composed of 1/lJ(Xj) = [~(£5, - e¢ + 6 - e)](l:j) as the 
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analysis operator, wJ (Xj) = lid - ~(61' - e¢ + 6 - e)](Xj) as the detail analysis 

operator and 'l';(Xj+l, Yi+l) = Xj+l +Yi+l as the synthesis operator is a coupled 

wavelet schelne, where Xj E Vj, Xj+l E Vj +1 and Yj+l E \Vj +1• 

According to equations (2.4.3) and (2.4.4), the signal analysis operator of 

l\INTl\IG decomposition scheme can be transforIned to 

1 
2 (66.: - ee6 + 6.:fJ - eO':) 

1 
- 2[(6 - c)6~ + (6 - c)~fJl 

1 
- 2(6~ + e6)(fJ - e). (4.5.2) 

Equation( 4.5.2) shows that the signal analysis operator is conlposed of two 

parts: ~(6c + e6) and (6 - c). The latter one is Inorphological gradient oper

ator which plays an important role in the quadratic l\1~IG schenle, while the 

operator ~(t5c + co) is to depress noise and its performance is shown in Fig. 

4.15 (b); the length of SE is 5Ins. COlnpared with the perfonnance of the 

quadratic l\1l\IG to a signal im with SN II = 30.30dn as shown in Fig. 4.15 

(c), by applying noise reduction operator ~(fJ.:+e6) interactivcly, the l\INTl\lG 

scheme can effectively extract transient features frotH a noise imposed signal 

as shown in Fig. 4.15 (d). 

4.6 Conclusion 

This chapter has brie-fly introduced the basic principlcs of lllorphological 

pyramid and Inorphological wavelet. Based on the clelnentary l\1~1 opera

tors and the basic Inulti-resolution Inorphological decOIuposition theories, three 

n10rphological decoInposition schenlCs have been developed, which are l\1~ITH 

aiming at analyzing syuunetrical properties of the signal, l\1~IG aiming at ex

tracting sudden changes on the waveform of the signals and l\INTl\IG airning 

at extracting sharp of peaks and valleys on the wavefornl of a noise irnposed 

signal. 

The desirable properties demonstrated in the analysis of these three tech

niques, manifest the morphological nUllti-resolution decornposition schenles as 
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(a) The input signal 'im with SN R = 30.30dB. 
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(0) The performance of the operator ~(c5t" + cc5) in the first Icvd of the 

1INT1IG. 
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(c) The performance of the quadratic 11~IG to the input signal im. 
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Time (ms) 
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(d) The perfonnance of the quadratic 1[NT1IG to the input signal 'iR'2' 

Fig. 4.15: COInparison between the 1111G schcnle and the 11NT11G schcnlC. 
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prolnising Inethod in signal processing. In Chapter 5, the 1111TH schelnc is 

employed in the application of distinguishing magnetizing inrush currents frOlIl 

internal faults. In Chapter 6, by applying the 1111G filtering technique, the 

fault-generated transient features in the voltage and current signals will be 

extracted and recognized by 1111Gs' maxima and polarities. In Chapter 7, 

the 1111G scheme and the 11NT11G scheme are used in exactly locating the 

transient wavefronts under the conditions of non-noise disturbance and noise 

disturbance respectively. Further discussion about these three schelnes will be 

presented in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 5 

Identification of Transformer 

Magnetizing Inrush Current 

Using Morphological 

Multi-resolution Top-Hat 

Scheme 

5.1 Introduction 

The continuity of power transforrner operation has been recognizcd as being 

of vital importance in maintaining the reliability of electric power systeln, 

where the protection of large power transfonners still rCInains one of the Inost 

challenging probleIns in the area of power systeIll relaying. 

Differential protection has been applied so far as the primary protection for 

large power transfonners. It detects every type of internal fault while blocking 

trip signals caused by inrush, over-excitation and external faults. 1Iagnetizing 

inrush currents in power transformers result from any abrupt change of the 

magnetizing voltage. Usually, its wavefornl displays a large and long lasting 

DC conlponent, is rich in harmonics, assulues large peak values at the begin-
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ning and decays substantially after a few tenths of a second, but its full decay 

occurs only after several seconds. Previous studies have shown the hannonics 

components contained in the inrush currents [69]. Decause of its dominance, 

the second harmonic has been utilized by IllOst conventional relays to block 

the trip signal triggered by inrush current. Dy incorporating a hannonic con

straint of the input signal over time, the second hannonic is then used as the 

characteristic component of the asynunetrical magnetization peculiar to the in

rush. Gap detection is another widely used Il1ethod [70]. The principle of gap 

detection is by measuring the intermittent angle in the wavefornl, which is n 

dominant and essential feature of the inrush current, to discriIninate the inrush 

and internal fault condition. Alternatively there are also applications utilizing 

\Vavelet transform, [71] frequency transient detection [72] and artificial neural 

network [73] [74]. 

However, security problems may arise with the extension of EIIV transnlis

sion lines, increment of SVC capacity and iInproveInent of silicon steel tech

niques. The mininlum content of the second hannonic depends Inainly on the 

knee-point of the magnetizing characteristic of the core. The lower the satu

ration flux density, the higher the aInount of the s('('ond harnlonic. 110uern 

transformers built with inlproved 111agnetic rnaterials have high knee-points, 

and therefore, their inrush currents display a cOInparativc1y low anlount of the 

second harrllonic which could be only 7% [75]. In contrary to this, in high volt

age power systems with series capacitor cOlnpensation, the second hanllonic 

content of fault current may be more than 15% [7G]. Since the second hanllonic 

is the only restraining criterion for stabilizing differential relays during inrush 

conditions, certain difficulties arise when protecting such modern transforrners. 

The successful application of the gap detection based Jllethod is subject to 

the assuInption on the existence of an explicit gap, in every cycle, in which 

the shape of the gap is both flat and close to zero no less than 1/-1 of a cycle. 

However, the CTs nlay saturate during inrush conditions, which is very likely 

due to the DC cOlnponent in the current. In such conditions, the distorted 

waveform within the gaps Illay result in a false tripping. 1Iorcover, during 
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severe internal faults, when the CTs saturate, their s(\Condary currents lIlay 

also show periods of low and flat values resulting the relay nlissing operations. 

Therefore, the gap principle has been limited to the application of differential 

protection. 

Research on improving the performance of the hannonics constraint based 

inrush current identification algoritluns continues. However, most of these 

studies are either based on the transformer equivalent circuit nlodel or require 

some transformer data, and this may becorHe susceptible to pararneter vari

ations. Compared to traditional Fourier transfornl based hannonics analysis 

in frequency domain, the 11l\ITH scheme can localize features in both tirne 

and frequency domains. By ~1~ITH decolnposing the signal, the asynunetrical 

features of the inrush wavefonn arc exposed, where as other irrelevant COIn

poneuts are attenuated. \Vith a set of simple criteria, a nluch better signal 

characterization and a more reliable discrimination can be obtained. 

5.2 The Basic Principles of Maglletizing In

rush Current 

5.2.1 Introduction to magnetizing inrush current 

It is well-known that the differential protection is undoubtedly itnportant 

for the Inain power system equipment. It has the properties of flexibility and 

selectivity and been successfully applied for protection of generators, reactors, 

motors, busbars and transfonners, etc. The schenlC of differential protection 

system depends entirely on the Kirchoff principle that the StUll of the currents 

flowing into a conducting network is zero. However, with resp('ct to the trans

fonner protection relay, the protected object includes not only electric circuits 

but nlagnetic circuits as shown in Fig. 5.1. and its lnathelnatical expression 

is shown as equation (5.2.1). Therefore the unbalance current is introduced 

because of the existence of magn~tizing current [77). 
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11 I. •• 11 I. 11 
0 

~a, I. Protected I. 
u,j object I ... I ... I. u.! liD G· In 

Fig. 5.1: The n windings transfornler and its equivalent circuit. 

n 

L ii = Ie =I 0, {5.2.1} 
i=l 

where ii is the nth current of protected object, Ie is 1l1agnetizing current. 

in the normal operation condition, Ie < 1 %Im (1m is the rated current of 

the transformer), does not affect the performance of transfonner differential 

protection. \Vhen an external fault occurs, the voltage drops sharply, leis 

much smaller and it is always oInitted. nut whel1 the flux (I) in transfonner 

air-core is close to the saturation flux (1)5 as shown in Fig. 5.2, along \vith 

the lnagnetizing impedance )( e sharply decreasing, the nlagnetizing current Ie 

will rise to a very high value. Especially, when the transformer switches in 

the no-load condition, the Ie Inay exceed Ith by 10 tinlcs. In this ca..'\c, the 

"magnetizing inrush current" presents. \Vith such a high unbalanced current, 

it is difficult to avoid lnaloperation of differential protection. 

The unbalanced current can be caused in two cases: steady state and tran

sient state. In the steady state case, it lnay be caused due to transfornlcr tap 

change variation and CT nlislnatch, which can be overCOlllC by setting the re

straint current. In the transient state casc, the luagnetizing inrush current is 

rnost advcrsc, which is also further distorted by CT's saturation. The truns

fonner differential protection has been suffering froln the problclIl of rnagnt'

tizing inrush current all the time. Up to now, the rnajor challenge of designing 

transfornler differential protection is how to identify the Inagnetizillg inrush 

current. 
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In order to illustrate the rnagnetizing inrush current clearly, the slope of 

saturation curve SX in the magnetizing characteristic a..'i shown in Fig. 5.2 

is son1ewhat exaggerated. In fact, it is Inuch Inore even. It is assluned that 

saturation curve S4\ is linear, which crosses with vertical axis at S. Therefore, 

(1)8 is defined as saturation flux. \Vhen tI) < (1'8, ie ~ 0, whereas when (I' > (I's, 

ie is sharply increasing in directly proportion to (Jl corresponding to the extrcllle 

saturation. Therefore ie and <I)s have n same shape of wavefonns. 

It is assurued that the transforn1er switches on at the zero point of the 

voltage wavefonn, where the supply voltage is u = Fm sin(wt+o) and inception 

angles Q = O. Noting 0 = d4)(t)/dt, the steady flux (1)(t) in air-core is derived 

as: 
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(5.2.2) 

where (I)r is the residual flux left in air-core from last dc-energizing of trans

former, <Pm is the magnitude of the steady flux, (I>rn = Urn/w. At the instant 

of switching, t = 0, the flux can be derived as: 

(5.2.3) 

The above equation shows that the flux in air-core keeps unchanged at 

the beginning of switching, which equals the residual flux (I'r' The derivation 

agrees with the physical concept of transformer. 

In equation (5.2.2), -(I'rn cos(wt+o) is the steady (compulsory) flux, (I'm cos(o) 

is the transient flux which is caused in order to keep flux unchanged at t = 0 

and (I)r is the residual flux. 

\Vith reference to the Inagnetizing characteristic curve as shown in Fig. 

5.2, the nlagnetizing inrush current ie(t) can be obtained CroIn (1'(1). Decause 

voltage u(t) is sinusoidal and the saturation curve SX is assumed to be linea.r, 

(I)(t) and -ie(t) are also sinusoidal. Furthennore, because (I) < (I'., ie :::::: 0, as 

shown in Fig. 5.2, where ie ~ 0 within two sections of the waveforln if -ie(t): 

wt = 0 "-I 01 and wt = O2 ""J 27r. This rneans that there exist breaks in the 

wavefonn of ie(t) within one cycle. The angle gap, resulted frolu the wavefonll 

breaks, is denoted by Og, which is expressed as: 

(5.2.4) 

Fronl Fig. 5.2, it can be seen that the value of gap Og is related to the 

following factors: 

1. The amplitude of source voltage Urn or the arnplitudc of steady flux (I'm. 

2. The residual flux (I)r' 

3. The saturation flux <I),. 

4. The inception angle Q of transfonncr switching. 
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\Vhen Q = 0, the steady flux is -<!>m, the transient flux is +<I)m, and residual 

flux is +0.8(~m. In this case, the maximunl flux can be obtained at the tiIne 

instant where wt = 7r. 

in the same condition, if cI>" = 1.4<I>m, the nliniInurll gap and the 2nd-order 

harmonics (fundamental component is 100% can be obtained respectively as 

follows [77]: 

and 12min = 17.1%. 

5.2.2 Magnetizing inrush current with CT saturation 

The signal waveform of the magnetizing inrush current will be further dis

torted by the built-in instrumental current transduccr (CT) of the transfonncr 

protection relay. Particularly to the nlost adverse conditions, the gap will dis

appear. This phenornenon caused by the CT saturation raises rnore difficulti('s 

for identification of magnetizing inrush current. 

For siInplicity of analysis, the magnetizing charactcristic of transfonner, as 

shown in Fig. 5.2, is represented as two lincar scgrncnts, i.e. S .. \ and as. 
Considering the nlost serious condition, slnall impedance of power supply and 

feeder is assumed. This inlplics that the transfonner switclles into n pow('r 

systern with the infinite power supply. The rnagnetizing inrush current, I P' 

which flows into the CT prinlary winding, can be exprcssed as: ip = 0, when 

non-saturation in the transfonner air core and 

(5.2.5) 

when saturation in the transforrner air core. In equation (5.2.5), ..'\; is the 

saturated reactance of air core. Fig. 5.3 shows the Inagnctizing inrush current 

waveform flowing into CT primary winding. In Fig. 5.3, between il and i 2 , the 

transformer air core is saturated, the magnetizing inrush current is produced. 
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o tl ti : tJ 
: II Gap period .. . 

Fig. 5.3: The waveform of magnetizing inrush current flowing into CT priInary 
winding. 

Between t2 and t3! the air core is non-saturated, the lllagnetizing current is 

nearly zero. This section represents the gap of the waVefOrIll. 

Because the current signals used by the protection relay are obtained frolll 

the secondary side of CT, the influence of CT saturation Blust be taken into 

account. In order to obtain the basic characteristics of CT saturation, the CT 

is SiIllplificd as an equivalent circuit consisting of the rnagnctizing reactance LI• 

and the secondary load resistance R2, as shown in Fig. 5.4, where iI, i2 and ii' 

represent as the primary, secondary and nlagnetizing current respectively. 

\Vith reference to equation (5.2.5), the secondary current of CT i2 can be 

expressed as [78]: 

i = I [A _ coswt + wT2 sin(wt)] C -t/Tl 
2 p max 1 + (W12) 2 + e , (5.2.6) 

where 

lpmax 
Vm - _. 
X" J I 

A cos(o) -
(I). - (I), 

- , 
(I)m 

T2 
L~ - _. 
Il2 ' 

and C is a constant. 
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i. 

Fig. 5.4: The equivalent circuit diagram of CT. 

As shown in Fig. 5.3, between tl and t2, when the magnetizing inrush 

current ip flows into the CT primary winding, the magnetizing flux is fonned 

within CT (storing energy), which makes the CT saturated; LIJ is dramatically 

decreasing to the saturated reactance, ii' =1= 0 at the tinle instant i2' Between 

l2 and l3, ilJ ~ 0, ii' is circulated through the secondary load resistance H2 

decaying at the time instant T2• Therefore, the voltage in opposite direction is 

produced across R2. vVhen t = t3, ilJ =1= 0, the decaying procedure is over. The 

value of il' at the tinle instants t2 and t3 can be dctennincd as: 

where 

il'lt=tl - D; 

il'lt=tl - B; 

JJ Ipmax sin(c5) [sin(wt + fJ) + sin(wt _ fJ)r-2(If-wtd/wT3]c-2tl/Tl. 
- 1 _ e-21f/wl1 1 l' ., 

C - Betl/T1 + Ipmax sin(fJ) sin(wt l - fJ)etl/T1 ; 

D _ Be2tl/Tl; 

vVith CT saturated, the current flowing in the CT secondary winding is 

shown in Fig. 5.5. Obviously, the gap disappears and the opposite peak value 

D, which is also related to the stored energy, is dependent on the amplitude 
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of the rnagnetizing inrush current, the CT saturated reactance LJJ and the 

secondary load resistance R2• 

o t1 

'--- Stored energy component 

Fig. 5.5: The waveform of magnetizing inrush current flowing in the CT sec
ondary winding with CT saturation 

5.2.3 The existing methods and problenls of identifying 

magnetizing inrush current 

\Vith the understanding of magnetizing inrush wave fonn, there have becn 

a couple of inrush-identification schemes. For exurnple, the Inethods devdoped 

ba.'5ed on the principles of fast saturation of non-periodic cOInpoIlent, 2nd or 

even-order harmonic and gap are nlore cOInmonly used. \Vherea..", it is shown in 

[77] that in the Illodern power systCI11S, due to extension of EHV translnission 

lines, increment of SVC capacity and improveI11cnt of silicon steel techniques 

and magnetizing characteristic, the contcnt of the 2nd-order harmonic con

sisted in magnetizing inrush current is no nlore than 7% of the fundalllcntal 

frequency conlponent in the SOll1e operating conditions of large capacity trans

fonners. 110rcover the content of the 2nd-order hannollic involved in fault cur

rent is more that 15% in the situation of high voltage transnlission lines with 

series capacitor compensation. Therefore, this will bring up a challenge to the 
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Fig. 5.6: A typical inrush current waveform 
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approaches to identifying magnetizing inrush using the 2nd-order harnlonics. 

The gap is a characteristic of the waveform of magnetizing inrush current and 

the gap identification is based on accurate measureIl1ent of intennittellt angle 

of inrush waveform. However, due to the effect of CT's saturation, this prin

ciple has the limit in the application in differential protection of tranSfOrIllCrs. 

~I~lTH brings a new way to solve this problem 

5.3 Identification of Inrush Current using MMTH 

Consider a typical cycle of the inrush current, as illustrated in Fig. 5.6, 

where the 50Hz current signal I is normalized as 1/1 n. It is clear that the 

asymnlctries of the wavefonn exhibit in both uInplitude and duration of the 

positive and negative segments. If the signal is decoIllposed to have the peak 

around Amax and the valley around Amin separated froIll other cOIllponC'nts, 

both with a given length of flnt base, then the (liffc'f('nc(' in the mnplitu<ie of 

Amax and A min , as well as the interval, 8, betwC'Cn thenl, as shown in Fig. 5.6, 

can be quantified and compared with those in the internal fault current and 

nonnal power systenl operation conditions. 

Compared with the inrush current, the wavefonn of internal fault current, as 

shown in Fig. 5.7, is a regular periodical signal with an exponentially decaying 

DC offset.. If the effect. of DC offset is reInoved, the wavefonn hecOInes a 
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(b) Quadratic ~1~ITH output of intcrnal fault with the DSE is Dms. 

Fig. 5.7: Intcrnal fault current and its quadratic ~111TII output 

normal sinusoid. \Vhen the same decomposition as above nlentioned applied, 

the extracted peaks and valleys should have sirnilar mnplitudcs, with intervals 

approxiInately equal to half of the powcr system cycle. 

To pcrform such decomposition for extracting the peaks and vallcys of the 

transfornlCr current signals, the ~111TH scheme is applied as illustrated in Fig. 

5.8. 

The input current waveform is firstly transfonned to obtain two signal I 
and I', defined as 

f - 1 + 10 

I' - -1+10, 

where 10 is a pre-determined constant. 10 is necessary since the 11~ITH schenlC 
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Fig. 5.8: Block diagram of the proposed rnethod 

requires the input signal J sntisfies (J e Gj)(t) ~ 0, where j = 0,1, ... and (;0 

is the BSE. The value of 10 is not important as long as it results in both f and 

I' being positive. Since the current signal contains both peaks and valleys, 

due to the erosion operation in the decolnposition procedure can only extract 

peaks of a signal, the inverted input signal, I' is decornposed separately and 

then inverted again to obtain the valleys of the signal. The BSE involv('d for 

decolllposition is a simple zero-valued flnt line with 9ms length, with its origin 

at the center. 

\Vhen the signal is deconlposcd to the given levd, sirnple criteria can be 

enlployed to quantify the asYlnmetry in a signal, as follows: 

~J 
IAmax -IAminll -
Amax + IAminl 

~t 
IS - 0.011 

-
0.01 

where ~I represents the mnplitude asynuuetry between the extracted peaks and 

valleys, where as 8t is the peak-to-valley interval asYlnruetry nonnalized by half 

of the power system cycle, which is 0.01 second in case of 50Hz. The higher 

~I and ~t are, the stronger asymnletry exist in the signal. Therefore, if both 

tJ 1 and tJt exceed a predefined threshold, an inrush current can be identified. 

Based on our practical experinlent, we use 10% and 20% as the threshold for 

81 and 8t, respectively. 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

The proposed algoritllln was tested with PSCAD sirnulat('d internal fanlt 

current shown in Fig. 5.7, as well as inrush signals, as shown in Fig. 5.9 and 
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(b) Quadratic 1111TH output of inrush with the BSE is 9nls. 

Fig. 5.9: Inrush signal 1 and its quadratic 1111TlI output 

Fig. 5.10. The inrush signals, both with their second harnlonic contents le-s5 

than 10% and the effect of CT saturation, were nleasured frOln a physically 

simulated power system laboratory. As illustrated in the wavefonns, only the 

peaks and valleys of the original signal with BnlS intervals exist in the output 

signal, in which the singularities of the inrush current are cle-arly enhanced; 

where a') shown in Fig. 5.7(b), the quadratic 11~ITH output of Fig. 5.7{a) 

remains fairly synlnletrical. 

Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12 present the cycle by cycle evaluation of the wavefonn 

asYInlnetries for the quadratic 11~lTH output of signals. It is clear that in the 

first cycle, both DJ and Dt of the fault current are far below the 10% threshold, 

where as for the fault currents, they are nlostly well above 20% and lnay be as 
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Table 5.1: 11[ of the inrush and internal fault currents 

Signal 1st period 2nd period 3rd period 

inrushl 27% 50.51% 41.1% 

inrush2 73.11% 48.38% 4.19% 

internal fault 4.05% 0.2% 1.17% 

high as 73%. 

One may notice that in certain cycle, as the the fJ I of inrush 2 at the third 

cycle listed in Table 5.1, is only 4.19%. However, since the identification of 

inrush current is solely by means of the asymnlctry exhibits in the first cycle, 

such value should not cause any problem. 

For off-line simulations where computation tiIne is not critical, the struc

turing element may be adjusted, or adaptive to achieve a bettrr accuracy at 

the expense of conlputing tinle. For real-tinle iInplenlentation, in case of an 

inrush occurs at zero phase, the 9ms length DSE is applied and 2nd level is 

chosen as output, the identification requires one power systeln cycle for ob

taining the Amax and Amin , plus 6ms for the operations involved in !\l!\lTH for 

decomposition. 

5.5 Conclusion 

This chapter describes our works on applying nlorphologicru nlh'ring tcch

niques to power system protection relays, to identify inrush current with con

sideration of the CT saturation condition. The work described in this chapter 

was undertaken in collaboration with colleagues [33]. The technique is funda

mentally different fronl the conventionaltnethods, as it decOInposcs the signal 

based on time domain features instead of in the frequency donlrun. Since 

it works directly upon the geometric characteristics of the input, there is no 

need for abstract transform techniques such as Fourier, Laplace, and Hilbert 

transforms, nor is there a requirement for transfonn-world concepts such as 

frequency, convolution, effective bandwidth and ripple. 
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As shown by the results obtained, the advantages of the proposcd scheme 

are: 

• Reliable identification of inrush in cases when inrush current contains less 

than 10% of the second harmonic component. 

• Reliable operation of protection when the CTs saturate. 

• Reduced computational complexity by using nonlinear morphological op

erations with only addition/subtraction and finding locallnaxinla/mininla 

in calculation [44], which is much less than the hannonics based Inethods. 

• The classification schelne is an simple yet effective way of assigning an 

observed signal to a particular group. 

• it provides flexibility in the choice of structuring function which can be 

adjusted by modifying its shape. 

Further improvement on the identification perfonnance nlay be achievcd by 

optimizing the structuring function to obtain a 1l10re effective decolnposition. 

Nevertheless, as in-depth analytical and experiInental studies on this ~I~I based 

waveform identification method are being carried Qut, the efficiency of the 

proposed method will be fully appreciated after it has been extensively applied 

and verified in more comprehensive circumstances. 
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Fig. 5.10: Inrush signal 2 and its quadratic 1111TH output 
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Fig. 5.11: The asymmetries on peak and valley anlplitudcs 
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Chapter 6 

Applying Multi-resolution 

Morphological Gradient in 

Ultra-High-Speed Directional 

Protective Relaying 

6.1 Introduction 

The method of ultra-high-speed fault clearance has been recognized for a 

long time as an effective way of improving transient stability of power systenls. 

A considerable amount of effect has been dedicated to its research, especially 

during the 1970s and 80s. Great contributions ascribed to the devcloplllent and 

establishment of travelling wave based protection techniques have been lllnde, 

which include various basic principles, field tests and implelnentations [79) [80]. 

Compared with the conventional protection techniques developed ba.')cd on 

measurements of fundamental components, this technique has the advantages 

of fast response and immunity to the influences caused by power swing, CT 

saturation and series compensation capacitor. In the recent years, the tran

sient based protection technique has been dra\\fing growing attention as it fully 

utilizes the fault-generated high frequency wave cornponents to generate fast 
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relaying signals. This technique instinctively leads to overcoming a drawback 

caused at a low inception fault angle [81],[82]. Fundamentally, both the trch

niques are developed upon the relationship between transient current, voltage, 

tiIne and distance, which is fully described by the travelling wave equations 

[83]. Therefore, they essentially rely on exactly extracting the characteristics 

of the transient components that comprise superimposed quantities and noises 

generated by a fault and its concomitant arcing respectively. However, the 

application of these ultra-high-specd protection techniques suffers relatively 

low reliability and feasibility by its limitations such as lack of effective signal 

processing tools. The advent of the \Vavelet Transfonn (\VT) nlethod, which 

possesses capabilities of both time and frequency domain localizations, gives 

a great impetus to investigating the possibility of inlproving llltra-high-spcrd 

protection. 

The basic principle of power system relay design and operation ha..~ not been 

changed for more than half a century, even after the Inicroprocessor-bused re

lay was introduced in the early 1980s. Almost all the algorithms of protection 

relays are based on the sinusoidal signals and sequence cOInponents that have 

been fanliliar to power systeIn engineers. For any distortion of the voltage or 

current signals, which are caused by the system disturbances, unbalanced oper

ation and influcncc of power electronics devices, harmonics analysis is applied. 

The concept of harmonics stems from the mathematical integral transfonn, 

such as Fourier Transform and \Vavelet analysis. However, this transfonll is 

calculated using the sampling data of the signal which covers a certain period 

of titne to reveal the periodic characteristics of the signal. Therefore, the ex

traction of the Inain components has to be accomplished based on a reasonable 

data window of waveforms of voltage and current. If hannonics need to be 

considered during the transient process or in the cirCUIl1stance of waVefOrIll 

distortion, faster satnpling is required to ensure the accuracy of the extracted 

inforIllation. Obviously the integral transforrn based schelnes are difficult to 

be applied for ultra-high-speed protection which requires a fast action, basrd 

on the transient features of fault voltage and current. 
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In contrast with Fourier transform and \Vavelet analysis, 1Iathenlatical 

110rphology (1111) is developed from set theory and integral geonletry [4], and 

is concerned with the shape of a signal waveform in the complete titne dOInain 

rather than the domain frequency. ~I~I is a nonlinear approach [5] and has been 

widely used in the areas of image processing, machine vision and pattern recog

nition, due to its robustness in preserving the shape while suppressing noise 

[44],[84]. The mathematical calculation involved in 1111 includes only addition, 

substraction, nlaximum and minimum operations without any n1l1ltiplication 

and division. \Vhen acting upon complex shapes of signal, ~11I operations are 

capable of decomposing a signal into meaningful parts and separating thenl 

froln the background, as well as preserving the main shape characteristics. 

The application of the ~l~I technique to power system protection problems 

has been atteInpted for identification of transfornler inrush current [33]. 

In this chapter, the ~I~1 technique is applied for design of an ultra-high

speed directional protection relay. Firstly, a process of deriving the direc

tion discriminants of a fault taking place on transmission lines is given, basrd 

on travelling wave analysis. Then a ~lulti-resolution 110rphological Gradient 

(~11IG) method is presented to extract the transient features directly frOIu 

fault-generated transient signals. Finally a typical 400k\' EHV transInission 

model is set up to verify the proposed ultra-high-specd directional protection 

scheme under various fault conditions, in comparison with the \VT method. 

6.2 Principle of Ultra-higll-speed Directional 

Relaying 

The basic principle of the proposed directional protection scheIue is ad

dressed with reference to a 400kV transmission lines systeIIl as shown in Fig. 

6.1. A directional protection relay is situated at the end of section P ncar bus

bar S. The forward direction is defined at the relaying point as current flowing 

from busbar S into the protected section P. 

The relaying signals adopted in this scheme, initially introduced in [81),[85), 
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Fig. 6.1: Single-line diagram of 400kV power transn1ission lines systcn1. 

are given as: 

SIS - ~l's(t) - Ro~is(t), 

S2S - ~vs(t) + Ro~is(t), 

(6.2.1) 

(6.2.2) 

where Ro is a surge replica resistance and its value is arranged as to tnatch a 

line surge impedance Zo closely. ~1's(t) and ~is(t) observed at the relaying 

point S arc the transient voltage and current signals generated by the fault. III 

order to explicitly illustrate the proposed directional discrinlination to fault, 

the transient relaying signals are derived in detail as follows. 

6.2.1 Fault in forward direction 

Ca) 

R s 

time 

(b) 

T 
distan~ 

Fig. 6.2: Equivalent superimposed circuit under a fault in forward direction 
(a) and its Bewley-lattice diagram (b). 
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Figure 6.2 depicts an equivalent superimposed circuit with a fault occur

ring in forward direction at a distance of XFP from busbar S and with the 

propagation of the fault-generated transient waves along a single-phase lossless 

transmission line. The superimposed voltage ~VFP(t) and associated current 

-D.iFP(t)/Zop at the fault point Fp , caused by the injection of an equivalent 

fictitious source, travel at a speed c towards the line tenninals. The transient 

relaying signals observed at the relaying point can be derived by applying the 

travelling wave equations, described in [81],[83], as follows: 

D.t's(t) - ~'V§(t) + ~1J~(t) 

- ~VFP(t - XFP/C) + I\~~VFP(t - XFP/C) 

- (1 + I{~)~tIFP(t - XFP/C), 

D.is(t) - (-D.V~ (t) + ~v~(t))/Zop 

- (-1 + ]{K)D.1JFP(t - XFP/C)/ZoP, 

SlS - 2~1'FP(t - XFP/C), 

S2S - 2J{~D.lIFP(t - XFP/C), 

(6.2.3) 

(6.2.4) 

(6.2.5) 

(6.2.6) 

where the superscripts F, Band T indicate a incident (forward), a reflected 

(backward) and a transmitted wave respectively, Zop is the line surge inlpedance 

of section P. In this case, the refection coefficient ]\·K = (ZOST - Zop) / (ZOST + 
Zop), where the ZOST is the equivalent surge impedance viewed froin point S 

outwards. 

6.2.2 Fault in reverse direction 

For a fault occurring at point F Q in a distance of IFQ from busbar S on 

section Q in reverse direction as indicated in Fig. 6.3, only the translnitted 

transient waves can be observed at the relaying point and their travelling di

rection is forward. The relaying signals are derived similarly as follows: 

~vs(t) = ~v~(t) 
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R S .I'm 

(b) 

Fig. 6.3: Equivalent superimposed circuit under a fault in reverse direction (a) 
and its Bewley-lattice diagram (b). 

~is(t) = ~t'J(t)/ZOQ 

- 1<¥~1'FQ(t - XFQ/r.)/ZOQ, 

SlS - 0, 

S2S - 2K¥~t'FQ(t - IFQ/C), 

(6.2.7) 

(6.2.8) 

{6.2.9} 

(G.2.10) 

where the refraction coefficient K¥ = 2Zosn /(ZOSR + ZOQ), sinlilarly ZOQ is the 

line surge impedance of section Q and ZOSR is the equivalent tenuinating surge 

impedance. 

FrOlll the foregoing analysis, the following sununarization can be given: 

• The direction discrinlinability to a fault with reference to the relaying 

point can be determined by comparing the Inagnituucs of the transient 

relaying signals SIS and S2S • 

• Equations (6.2.5) and (6.2.6) representing the relaying signals for a for

ward fault and (6.2.9) and (G.2.10) for a reverse fault will be satisfied 

for a period which is twice that of the line transit tinle, until arrival of 
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a transient wave reflected from the adjacent point of discontinuities, i.e. 

21p/c or 21Q/c. They are indicated in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3, where Ip and lQ 

are line lengthes of section P and Q respectively . 

• Taking the stray capacitance of the busbar into account, in practice, the 

terminating equivalent surge impedance is not equal to the line surge 

impedance [86], i.e. KK =1= 0 and K¥ =1= o . 

• With extension to 3-phase transmission system, the phase variations of 

currents and voltages are decomposed into modal components using the 

Clack modal transformation [79]. An aerial mode is utilized in this 

scheme. 

6.3 Simulation Study and Results Analysis 

The PSCAD /EMTDC is employed to simulate a power transmission system 

based on a frequency-dependant transmission line model [87]. All parameters 

are given with reference to a 400kV EHV vertical constructed line [88], which 

is typically used in the UK SupreGrid system as indicated in Fig. 6.1. The 

proposed directional relay is installed on section P near busbar S to protect 

line section P. \Vhen a fault is detected in forward direction, a tripping signal 

will be issued via a communication channel, otherwise, a blocking signal will 

be issued instead within a preset confirmation time period started from the 

first detected transient wavefront. 

A variety of fault scenarios have been simulated to evaluate the validity of 

the proposed directional protection scheme. The input signals were processed 

using the quadratic ~1MG based on the sampling rate li\.1Hz and a 8J1.s shifting 

data window. The observed voltage and current signals at bus bar S are firstly 

transformed into aerial mode (mode 2) current and voltage signals. The replica 

surge impedance is taken as the real part of the actual aerial mode surge 

impedance Ro = 253.760, which has been derived from the transmission line 

parameters in this case. The aerial mode current and voltage signals are then 
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processed by the technique of quadratic 1111G (level a = 2) with 8 sampling 

points length of a flat line SE (LQ = 8). Finally, the quadratic 1111G of the 

aerial mode signals, presenting the transient features, p; and p;, are used, 

substituting D.vs and D.is in (6.2.1) and (6.2.2), to determine the directional 

protection relaying. 

6.3.1 A solid fault in forward direction 

Under the condition of a solid phase-A-earth fault with nearly 900 of fault 

inception angle in a distance of 48km from busbar S on section P, the aerial 

lnode current and voltage, 'iS2 and 'VS2, as well as their associated quadratic 

1111Gs, p; and p~, are shown in Figs. G.4(a) and G.4(b) respectively. It is 

noted that the distinct characteristics of transient components of faulted cur

rent and voltage signals are well presented with their locations and polarities 

by the quadratic 1111Gs, whereas the steady state components arc depressed 

sufficiently. Examining the relaying signals SIS and S2S in Fig. 6.4{c), it can be 

concluded that firstly there is a fault occurring somewhere along translllission 

system with confinnation of spikes representing transient disturbances; sec

ondly a forward direction to fault is determined and a tripping signal is issued 

as SlS -:f. a and S2S -:f. O. 

6.3.2 A high-resistance earth fault in forward direction 

In the same fault condition, as described previously except raising the fault 

path resistance to 2000, the quadratic ~111Gs of faulted aerial mode current 

and voltage and the relaying signals are shown in Fig. 6.5. The results indicate 

that the magnitudes of quadratic ~l~lG are dinlinished as the increase of fault 

path resistance, however, the transient features presented by quadratic 1111G 

still remain sufficient. 
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6.3.3 A fault with low inception angle in reverse direc

tion 

Figures 6.6(a) and 6.6(b) illustrate the quadratic 11~lGs of the transient 

aerial mode current and voltage at busbar S to a phase-A-earth fault with fault 

inception angle 0° in a distance of 47km from busbar S on section Q. \Vhile 

the magnitudes and rates of the transient wave travelling away from the fault 

point reduce as the point on voltage wave approaches a zero crossing, the high

frequency transient signals generated by fault arcing are still attainable to be 

detected (89),(90). As a result, relaying signals, SlS = 0 and SlS f. 0 are shown 

in Fig. 6.6( c), and therefore a reverse direction to fault is determined and a 

blocking signal is issued. 

6.3.4 A solid fault at the busbar in reverse direction 

When a phasc-A-earth fault takes place at busbar S, immediately behind 

the relaying point, the quadratic ~I11Gs of the transient aerial mode current 

and voltage are shown in Figs. 6.7(a) and 6.7(b). It should be noted that 

in Fig. 6.7(c), a disturbance occurs on relaying signal SlS at the time of 

around 0.025ms. This phenomena is caused by the superimposition of reflected 

transient waves from the remote busbar R, which appears as the incident wave 

at busbar S. On this limiting condition, a preset confinnation time period can 

be determined as aforementioned. Hence, within this time period, SlS = 0 and 

S2S t= 0, a reverse direction to fault is detected. 

6.3.5 Comparison between the MM and WT methods 

The comparison between the proposed M~l technique and \VT method has 

been undertaken. A Morlet Wavelet with a 10011S data window and 40kHz 

center frequency is employed to process the input signals. The best data win

dow and center frequency were determined by trial and error. With a solid 

fault condition shown in Fig. 6.4(a) , the comparison result is given in Fig. 

G.8, where CWT denotes the WT coefficient. It can be seen that the transient 
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features extracted by the quadratic 1111G are superior over those obtained 

using \VT analysis, in terms of sharpness of responses. On the other hand, 

it can be easily observed from Fig. 6.8 that the \VT ll1ethod has a delay of 

lOOJls in response to the waveform changes, which is caused by the large data 

window required to cover the period of the 110rlet \Vavelet. However the 1111 

technique can provide a rapid response simultaneously to the signal changes, 

since it requires a much shorter data window for calculation. Furthermore, the 

simple computation of the ~111G technique is a most preferable merit for the 

ultra-high-speed protection relay. Due to the space limitation of the paper, 

l110re details of the comparison are not reported here, but the \VT lnethod can 

be referred to in reference. 

6.4 Conclusion 

A novel morphological protection technique has been presented in this chap

ter, which was undertaken in collaboration with colleagues (34). The proposed 

technique possesses the following advantages: 

• A short data window with 8 sample points covering a period of BJlS at a 

sampling rate of 111Hz is required in this case. 

• Fast calculation can be undertaken with only addition, subtraction and 

comparison operations involved, in contrast with the integral transfornl 

nlethods, e.g. Fourier and \Vavelet transform, which require Il10re COIll

plex computation; 

• The 1111G technique provides the excellent capability of extracting the 

transient features of fault waveforn1s as well as their polarities exactly 

and indicating sudden changes of the wavefonn accurately. 

The simulation results have shown that the 1111 technique is capable of 

accurately extracting the transient fcatures of fault voltage and currcnt, as a 

promising means for ultra-high-speed protection relaying. Using the quadratic 

~1~1G, the relaying signals are able to provide correct directional response to 
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a transmission line fault under different fault types, positions, path resistances 

and inception angles. 
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Fig. 6.4: Forward direction discrimination to a solid phase-A-earth fault at 
48krn from busbar S on section P 
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Fig. 6.5: Forward direction discrimination to a phase-A-earth fault with fault 
path resistance 2000 at 48knl from busbar S on section P 
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Fig. 6.7: Reverse direction discrimination to a solid phase-A-earth fault at 
busbar S 
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Fig. G.8: Comparison between the results of quadratic ~1~IG and \VT analysis. 
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Chapter 7 

Accurate Fault Location Based 

On Fault Transient Extraction 

Using MMG and MNTMG 

technique 

7.1 Introduction 

In recent years, the travelling wave based fault location technique has been 

recognized as a preferred tool in electric utilities [91]. Its outstanding advan

tage is the absence of restrictions or limitations on fault conditions, such as 

arcing and fault resistance, etc. and of power network configurations. such as 

double-source lines and series compensated lines, etc. ~lost existing travelling 

wave based fault locators use a double-ended technique, measuring the tirne dif

ference between the first fault-generated transient wavefronts at opposite ends 

of the line. CPS synchronizing is used to achieve the required degree of that 

Ineasurement accuracy. However, the single-ended fault location technique is 

desirable, since it can operate at one end of the line and would not require a 

communication link. It would therefore be less expensive and this may allow 

its use for distribution systems [92]. However, in comparison with the double-
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ended fault locators, the single-ended technique is more sophisticated, as it 

needs to accurately measure the time difference between the first and subse

quent transient wavefronts and recognize their polarity. On the other hand, in 

the conventional fault locators, the calculation of travelling wave propagation 

speed is required, which depends on the knowledge of network paranleters. A 

little inaccuracy of the speed value will result in a large deviation of distances 

of fault locations. 

The ~vlathematical ~lorphology (1111) technique has been applied for an 

ultra-high-speed directional protection relay by applying the 1lulti-resolution 

110rphology Gradient (1111G) operator to extract transient features from fault

generated voltage and current wave signals propagating along transmission 

lines during a post-fault period. The simulation results show that although 

the performance of ~111G is satisfactory under various fault conditions, it will 

inevitably deteriorate when various disturbances are imposed on the transient 

current signal. These disturbances can be considered as noise. Therefore, 

in order to improve the accuracy of fault location, 11NT11G decomposition 

scheme is proposed to effectively reduce the noise and extract transient features. 

Compared with M!\IG scheme, ~INT11G decomposition scheme is inlproved to 

be noise tolerant. 

In this chapter, firstly, the application of the 1111G scherne in the fault 

location is presented. The performance of 1111G is discussed and its insuffi

cient are analyzed. Secondly, a process of deriving the direction discriIninants 

of a fault taking place on transmission lines is given. Then the 11NT1'1G 

decomposition scheme is used to extract the transient features directly from 

fault-generated transient signals with noise contamination. Finally a cOIn pari

son study is undertaken where the combination of a low-pass filter and 11!\IG 

scheme is presented. 
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7.2 Analysis of Fault Location Principle 

7.2.1 Type A: a passive method single-ended fault loca

tor 

A fault at the second half of the line 

Figure 7.1 shows a double-source transmission line system under a fault 

condition, which happened at the second half of line RS and its Bewley-lattice 

diagram. The transient current and voltage waves generated by a fault at 

point F travel away from the fault point at speed ·v. They arrive sorne tilne 

later at busbars Rand S where part of the wave passes into the adjacent 

sections and the rest is reflected backwards. This process continues until the 

transient wavefronts become indistinct due to the their nlulti-reftectioll and 

attenuation. The operating principle of a Type A fault locator is developed on 

the successive identification of the travelling, high frequency, transients arriving 

at the measurement point. Reference to the first and subsequently captured 

transients, including their polarities, allow the distance to the fault fronl each 

end of the line to be obtained from Fig. 7.1 using the following fonnula: 

LR - L - (TR2 - TR1 )V/2, 

Ls - (TS2 - Ts 1)v/2, 

(7.2.1) 

(7.2.2) 

where LR and Ls indicate the measured distance between the fault and busbar 

R, TR1 , TR2 and TSb TS2 are times at which the captured transient sequences 

are observed, v is the propagation speed on the transmission line and L is the 

full length of transmission line. 

In order to eliminate errors arising from the usc of a theoretical speed value, 

an alternative calculation using the first three transient sequences is proposed 

as follows, which allows the speed v to be eliminated from (7.2.1) and (7.2.2) 

to give the formulae: 

LR - (TR3 - TRl)L/(TR2 - Trr) + (TRJ - TRl))' 

Ls - (TS3 - Ts1)L/((Ts2 - TsI ) + (TS3 - Ts1)) 

(7.2.3) 

(7.2.4) 
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Fig. 7.1: Single-line diagram of 400kV power transmission lines system and its 
Bewley-lattice diagram under fault condition. 

The validity of the above formulae hinges mainly on the recognition of 

the fin;t two for formulae (7.2.1) and (7.2.2) or three for formulae (7.2.3) and 

(7.2.4) fault-generated transient wavefronts in terms of their maxiIna and po

larities. This is why the single-ended fault locator requires an effective signal 

processing technique to enable an explicit discrimination of transient wavefront. 

For conventional methods, it is difficult to achieve due to the features of the 

fault-generated transient wave fronts changing in a very short time of period, 

furthermore, their shapes are affected by the attenuation, multi-reflection and 

the different fault conditions. 

A fault at the first half of the line 

\Vhen a fault happens at the first half the line, fornlulae ((7.2.1) and (7.2.2), 

(7.2.3) and (7.2.4) should be exchanged. Determining the fault position de

pends on the polarities of the second and third transient wavefronts, i.e po

larity +, +, - and +, -, + for the fault at the first and second half of the 

line at each measurement point respectively, where the positive and negative 

polarity can be pre-defined with reference to the polarity of the first captured 

transient wavefront. The following simulation section will demonstrate how to 

define the reference polarity. 
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7.2.2 Type D: a passive method double-ended fault lo

cator 

A type D fault locator operates with the first transient waves ouscrvcd at 

each end of the line. The advantage of this n1ethod lies in avoiding the nccd to 

identify multi-reflecting transient waves. However, an accurate titne rcference 

system like GPS is necessary to synchronize the tiIne-tagging at cach end of 

the line. The distance to the fault is cnlculatcd according to the tiIne difference 

between TRt and TS1 as indicated in Fig. 7.1 and is given as: 

LR = (L + (Tnt - TSt)v)/2, 

Ls - (L + (TSl - TR1)V)/2. 

(7.2.5) 

(7.2.G) 

7.2.3 Type E: a active method single-ended fault locator 

An active method referred to as Type E is propos<'tl by Gale ct al [!H], thc 

technique is similar to Type A, but takcs advantage of line cncrgizing transit'nts 

generated by the rec10sure of a circuit breaker (CD) when n pennanent fault 

occurs. \Vhen a cn re-closes with a pennnnent Cault existing on the transrnis

sion line, the transient current and voltage waves arc generated at the point at 

which the power source is injected to re-energize the line. ASStllning the CT is 

installed behind the CD ncar the busbar R, the first and subscquent transicnts 

observed at the lueasurement point arc reflected either fronl the fault point 

if the fault exists, or the opposite cnd of the line, which could be either nn 

open circuit if the opposite CB has opencd, or the busbar. The propagation of 

the travelling wave for the case of a pern1anent fault and opposite CD open is 

illustrated in Fig. 7.2. In such a situation, the incident transient wavc is COIll

pletely reflected with the same polarity at end S. FOrIl1ulac (7.2.1) and (7.2.3) 

also apply to a Type E fault locator to calculate the fault distance. Therefore, 

for a perInanent fault, the Type E fault locator can bc used to f(\nffinn the 

fault distance in support of Type A. 
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Fig. 7.2: Single-line diagram of 400kV power translnission lines s),stelu and its 
Bewley-lattice diagram under re-closing in a pennanent fault condition. 

7.3 Applying MMG in Accurate Fault Loca

tion and Its Insufficient 

\Vith the objective of effective feature recognition of the transient wavc, n 

variety of fault scenarios have been sinullated to evaluate the validity of the 

1UdG analysis applied to different type fault locators. The voltage and current 

signals observed at each end of the line are firstly transfonned into aerial UlOtiC 

(mode 2) current and voltage signals by the Clark modal transfonnatioll. Theil 

a quadratic 1111G (level a = 2) technique with 5 satupling points along the 

length of a flat line SE (19 = 5) is utilized to process the nlodal signals in 

order to extract and locate the transient sequences. Finally, with reference to 

the maxima and their polarities derived frOIn the quadratic ~I~IG of the aerial 

nlodal signals, the distance to the fault can be obtained froIu the fornlulae 

given before with respect to the Type A, D and E. 

The PSCAD/E~ITDC software was employed to Sin1l11a.te a double-source 

transmission systeln based on the frequency-dependant transmission line luodcl. 

All parameters are given with reference to a 400k V EHV line, and as that used 

in the UK SuperGrid system. The sampling rate of signals is 111Hz, i.e. Ips 
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per sample. \Vith this order of time resolution, the fault locations can bc COIl

fined to an accuracy of ±300m irrespectivc of the errors introduced by speed 

and line length. 

7.3.1 Fault location analysis using MMG 

Fault location with a general case 

In Fig. 7.1, a solid phasc-A-earth fault occurs at a distance of BOkul frorn 

busbar R, the aerial mode current signals observed at busbar R, i R2, and its 

associated quadratic 1111G, p; are shown in Fig. 7.3. The arrow 1narks in

dicate the transient sequences recognized by thc IlUl..XiIllU of quadratic 11~IG. 

Adopting the definition of a positive transient being the positivc pulse leading 

its negative pulse, the polarities of transient sequences are indicated hy the 

direction of arrow marks. 

The determination of the transient sequences is achieved by Illcans of the 

Ina..xima and polarities of the quadratic ~I~IG. Equations (7.2.1) and (7.2.3) are 

then applied to calculate the fault distance according to Type A fault locator. 

The results are shown in Table 7.1. Note that due to the elitnination of the 

speed variable from the formulae, the Type A fault locator using forullliae 

(7.2.3) is much more accurate. 

Table 7.1: Results of fault location analysis with a phasc-A-earth fault at BOklll 
fronl busbar R 

Locator Formula Error (In) 

Type A (7.2.1) +385.9 

hnprovcd Type A (7.2.3) -74.4 

Fault location with a fault close to busbar 

Generally, it is difficult to accurately detect the short distance to a fault 

that takes place very close to a busbar, because of the Inulti-rdl<,'ction and 
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Fig. 7.3: Fault location analysis with n phase-A-earth fault fit 80klll frolll 
busbar R using quadratic 1111G 

the high propagating speed of transient waves. However, the quadratic ~1~IG 

can provide a satisfactory perfonnance as shown in Fig. 7A, due to its short 

data-window and edge-shape detecting capability. The results attainC'<i for a 

fault location with a phase-A-earth fault at 2kl1l frolll busbar Rare listpd in 

Table 7.2. In this case, the salnpling rate largdy dOlninatC'S the accuracy of 

the results, instead of the wave propagation spNXI. Theoretically, at the level 2 

of ~1~lG with 5 point satnplcs length of SE, a fault distance could be <ietC'ctC'<i 

as close as up to lkm to the busbar. Howcver, it should bc Illentioll{'(l that 

the \Vavclet analysis method cannot be applied as the transient wavcfonn has 

been distorted by the high frequency cOlnponcnts and its proc('Ssing requires a 

large data window which Iuakcs the wavcfronts ovcrlapp{'d. 

Table 7.2: Results of fault location analysis with a phase-A-carth fault at 2kul 
from bus bar R 

Locator Fonnula Error (Ill) 

Type A (7.2.1) +63.8 

Inlproved Type A (7.2.3) +88.0 
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Fig. 7.4: Fault location analysis with a phasc-A-t'urth fault at 2kul frOlll busbar 
R 

Fault location utilizing switching-in transients 

\Vhen energizing a transmission line with an existing pennanent fault, the 

basic operating principle of Type E fault locator is the SaIne as that of Type 

A except that the first transient obst'rvcd at busbar R is a reflection frolll the 

fault point rathcr than originated fronl it. Figure 7.5 shows the rnodal curn'ut 

observed at busbar R and the results of the transient extraction. The rt'sults 

shown in Table 7.3 are found to be identical with those obtained in Type A for 

the same Cault position (Table 7.1). 

Table 7.3: Results of fault location analysis with a Type E locator for n Iwr
Inancnt phase-A-earth fault at 80klll fronl busbar R 

Locator Fonnula Error (In) 

Type E {7.2.1} +385.9 

IUlproved Type E (7.2.3) -7-1.4 
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Fig. 7.5: Fault location analysis for n Type E locator with n pennauent phase
A-earth fault at 80km from busbar R 

7.3.2 The MMG technique for fault transient extraction 

in noisy environments 

In order to extract the transient waves, the ~I~IG filtcrin~ technique' was 

developed [3.t] [49]. A quadratic ~t~tG technique with n. SE of 5 smnplillg 

points along a flnt. line is utilized to process the transient current signal in or

der to extract the transient sequences. The transient features can be extrnct('d 

accurately as shown in Fig. 7.6. It luust be n1entioned that in this case, dis

turbances, which can be considered as noise, are not included in the siIuulatioll 

study, and the influence of noise cannot be ignored. 

In order to evaluate the perfonnance of the ~1~IG schetne for noise toler

ance, transient signals with different Signal-to-Noise Ratios (8 N ll$) nrc us('d 

in the sitnulation study. In Fig. 7.7, the input signal, taken as the current 

signal observed at busbar R of the line transfonued into ncriallllodc (tllode 2) 

current signal, -iR'2, is disturbed with Gaussian white noise. Fronl Fig. 7.7, it 

can be seen that with decrea..c;ing SN If, the wuvcfronts will be 1l10re difficult 

to detect and the accuracy of the ~1~IG schenlC drops rapidly. The uet<'Ction 

errors are listed in Table 7.4. 
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Fig. 7.6: The performance of the ~I~IG SChClllC without noisc disturhance. 

Table 7.4: The errors in fault location with a phasc-A-carth fault nt 80klll frolll 
busbar R, using the 11~IG schelue with different SN Us 

SN R (dB) Error (nl) 

45.81 -223 

39.79 -2008 

30.20 -3·123 

25.90 -69689 

Based on the previous analysis, it can be seen that the fault locations 

cannot be found accurately by the ~1~IG schelne whcn the S iV Il docs not 

equal O. Therefore a lnethod which can achieve transient features extraction 

as well as noise reduction neros to be eluplo),('d. The ~INT~IG d('colnpositioll 

scheIlle is selected to solve these issues. 

7.4 Applying MNTMG for Fault Transiellt Ex

traction 

The PSCAD /E~lTDC software was cluployed to siUlulate a double-source 

transmission systenl based on the frequency-dependant transluissionlinc Illodel 
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Fig. 7.7: The performance of 11~lG schcllle with noise disturbanc('S. The 
dotted lines illustrate the positions of tiIlle-tags Tnl , Tm and TJl3 whcn no 
noise is imposcd in the signal. 

[49]. All parametcrs are givcn with reference to n 400kV EHV line, as \lspd 

in the UK SuperGrid SYStCIll. The voltage and current signals ob~(.'r\'ed, at 

each end of the line, are transfornlro into acrial Illodc (Inode 2) current and 

voltage signals by the Clark Inodal transfonnation. Further infonnation about 

the simulation study of the power translnission lines cml be found in [3-t]. 
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7.4.1 Different levels of the MNTMG scheme for fault 

transient extraction 

Based on the expression of the analysis operator of the ~lNT~lG scheille 

MNT11G decomposition (4.2) and its construction, which is sho\\'n in Fig. 4.2, 

the output of each level can be expressed as: 

Tn = ;" (6e + 06)"(6 - ot[im(t)]. {7.4.1} 

where Tn denotes the nth level output. Defining 1/ll = 21 .. {c5~ + ccS)n{c5 - c)n, 

then when n = 2, 

T2 = ~(6e + 06)2(6 - o?[im(t)]. 

The operator (c5 - c)2 is the quadratic morphological gradient. 

The second level of the 11NT11G scheme is chosen as output ( 1?J) with 

5 sampling points along the length of a fiat line, SE (lg = 5) was utilized to 

process the modal signals in order to extract and locate the transient s('quC'ucC's 

from the voltage and/or current signal. Finally, with reference to the Ina..xiInn 

derived from the 1/JJ of the aerial modal signals, the distance to the fault can 

be obtained by (7.2.3) and (7.2.4) with respect to a Type A fault locator. 

Figure 7.8 illustrates the outputs of 1/JJ, 1/J! and '~]L when SN II = O. It 

is shown that with increasing n, the extracted transient featnn's are badly 

deformed. \Vhen n = 4 or n = 5, the polarity of the transient features cannot 

be determined. Not only are the polarity of the transient features effected by 

the extraction, but also the accuracy of the dcternlinations of the transient 

features. In Table 7.5, the errors of different levels of the ~INT~lG schelllc arc 

shown. Based on the analysis above, and the effects of quadratic Illorphologicnl 

gradient in transient feature extraction, the s('Cond level of 11NT~IG, ~JJ, was 

chosen as the operator to fulfill the task of transient feature extraction and 

noise reduction. 
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Fig. 7.9: The performance of the f\lNTf\lG schcnlc with difft'n'ut noise distur
bance. The dotted lines in the figures illustrate the positions of titne-tags Tn., 
Tm and TRJ when no noise is imposed on thc signal. 
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Fig. 7.10: The detennination of the transient features after the ~lNT~IG 
scheme extraction with noise disturbance. The dotted lines illustrate the posi
tions of time-tags TRh Tm and TR3 when no noise is inlposed on the signal. 
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Table 7.5: The errors in fault location with a phase-A-earth Cault at BOkul Crotn 
busbar R, using the 11NT11G scheme without noise. 

Level Error (m) 

1/JJ +56 

1/J~ -1358 

1/Jl +1150 

1/}~ -5030 

7.4.2 The performance of the MNTMG schelne for fault 

transient extraction 

A variety of SN Rs have been simulated to evaluate the validity oC the 

11NT1-1G scheme. Figures 7.9 and 7.10 illustrate the perfOrtllance of the 

11NT11G schelne with noise disturbance and the deterIuination of tho tran

sients features respectively. Table 7.6 shows the errors in Cault location with 

a phase-A-earth fault at 80km from busbar R, when the S N II varies CroIll 

45.77dB to 19.0IdB. It is shown that the first tilne-tag TIll can be extracted in 

alnlost all the circumstances when the SN R varies Cronl 45.77dD to ID.OldD. 

The second time-tag Tm and TR3 can only be extracted when the SJV II is larger 

than 20.73dB. From Table 7.6, it is apparent that the liluitation of the l\INTl\IG 

scheme is a S N R of 25.80dB. If the S N R is less than 25.80d8, the accuracy 

of the 1-1NT11G sdleme cannot be confinncu and the SCheIl1e becolll<'s llS('}CSS. 

Furthermore as shown in Table 7.6, the error in the Cfl...'\e oC S N R = 30.28dD 

reaches 299m. Although it is even larger than the error when S IV II = 25.80dD, 

it is still within the requirement oC the system which is ±300Ill [49]. 
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Table 7.6: The errors in fault location with a phase-A-earth Cault at 80klll 
from busbar R, using the ~lNT~lG scheme. The SN R varies froln 45.77dD to 
19.01dB. 

SNR (dB) Error (In) 

45.77 +56 

39.82 +74 

30.28 +299 

25.80 +93 

22.94 -1200 

20.73 -6091 

19.01 -14360 

7.4.3 Comparison between the MNTMG schenle and 

the MMG scheme with a Butterworth low-pass 

filter 

A comparison between the proposed ~INT~IG schell1e and the ~I~IG Hdu .... nlC 

with a Low-Pass Butterworth filter (~I~IGLP) has been undertakcIl. The lat<''''r 

employs a 9th-order low-pass Butterworth filter before the signal iR'l(t) is Ct'd 

into the ~1~1G filter. Varies frequencies have been tested and 30kHz is chosen 

as the cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter, \vhich shows better representation 

than the other frequencies'. The frequency response of the filter is show in Fig. 

7.11. 

The cOlnparison between the ~INT~IG schelne and the ~1~IGLP filter is 

shown in Fig. 7.12. Figure 7.12 (a) illustrates the sharpncss of the wavcfonn 

changes. It is shown that the low-pass filter not only reduc'es the high frequ<."ncy 

noise, but also snlooths the waveform changes, which brings <iifli('ulti('s to the 

determination of transient features. The perfonnance of ~I~IGLP filter \..-itll a 

variety of S N Rs is shown in Table 7.7. 

In Fig. 7.12 (b) a conlparison between the 11NT11G SdlClllC and the 

~l~lGLP filter, in response to the wavefonn changes is shown. It can be seen 
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Table 7.7: The errors in fault location with a phase-A-earth fault at 80klu frolll 
bus bar R using the M~lGLP filter. The SN R varies froln 45.85dI3 to 18.98dI3. 

SNR (dB) Error (m) 

45.85 +94 

39.82 +94 

30.32 +187 

25.86 +1774 

22.94 +2024 

20.73 +1482 

18.98 -14418 

that the transient features extracted by the 11NT~IG schelllc arc superior over 

those obtained using the 1111GLP filter, in terms of sharpness of responses. It 

can be observed from Fig. 7.12 (b) that the 1111GLP filter hns a delay of 35J1S 

in response to the waveform changes, which is caused by the lnrge data window. 

However the ~lNT~lG scheme can provide a rapid rcsponse sill1ultancously to 

the signal changes, since it requires a nluch shorter data window for calcu

lation. Furthermore, the mathenlatical calculations involved in the 11NT11G 

operators includes only addition, substraction, and sortiug operations without 

any multiplication and division, which are used in other Inathclnatical tools in

cluding the Wavelet Transform. \Vhen acting upon signals of cOIllplex shapes, 

morphological filt.ers are fast and easy to implcll1ent. The siInplc COIuputn

tion requirements of 11rvl based schemes allow thenl to be applied to luany 

applications. 

7.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the works of accurate fault location using 11~lG which was 

undertaken in collaboration with colleagues was firstly introduced (-19]. The 

proposed 11rvlG scheme is satisfactory under various fault conditions. However 
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Fig. 7.11: The magnitude/frequency response of the low-pass filter with a cutoff 
frequency of 30kHz used with the 11~IG scheme. 

it will inevitably deteriorate under noise disturbance. Thus, another 1l1uthe

matical morphology based 11NT~1G decomposition schelne has been propos('d 

to effectively reduce noise in the transient signals on translnission lines aud 

significantly improve the performance of fault location. The construction of its 

analysis operator has been discussed in detail and different levels of the sehcJ11e 

have also been investigated. The results show that the second level perforIlls 

better in noise reduction compared with the other levels. The efficieucy of the 

!\1NT11G decomposition scheme noise reduction has been evaluat('d in SiIUll· 

lation studies. Compared with the ~l!\lG scheme, the results show that the 

~'INTMG decomposition scheme performs satisfactorily and is able to extract 

the features of transient signals accurately in noisy cnviroIlIllents. 
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(a) Results comparison between the ~INT~IG scheme and ~l~IGLP filter in the 

sharpness to the waveform changes. S N R=30.25d13 
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(b) Results comparison between the ~lNT~tG scheme and ~1~IGLP filtf'r in the 

response to the waveform changes. SN R=OdD 

Fig. 7.12: Accurate location of the transient wavefront represented by IlHLxiInu 
of the MNT11G scheme compared with the result of the 11~IGLP filter with a 
phase-A-earth fault at 80km from busbar R. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter concludes the dissertation. It summarizes the Illajor results of 

the presented research work and indicates directions for further investigations 

based on this work. 

8.2 Summary of the Thesis 

The research contributions of this thesis mainly lies in two aspects: explor

ing the effect of morphological operator in the frequency donla.in and using 

morphological operators to extract 1-D signals geometrical properties in appli

cations. They are set out in Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Their contents will be 

subsequently summarized. 

Chapter :1 introduced the process of finding the transfonn of weighted Inor

phological dilation in the frequency domain under the prt'conditions. In the 

deduction, it is also found that when the parallleter of ED filer k varies frolll 

1 to AI, the sum of these sequences is the convolution of the signa.l and the 

structuring element. 

Chapter 4 presented three Inorphological undccilnatcd wavelet decolnposi

tiOll schemes. They are the ~Iulti-resolutioll 11orphological Top-Hat schelnc 
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(MMTP), the 11ulti-resolution 1Iorphological Gradient schenw (1111G) and the 

1Iulti-resolution Noise Tolerant 1Iorphological Gradient scheIne (1INT11G). 

All of them are based on the theory of morphological wavelet. The proposed 

three schemes inherit the multi-dimension and multi-level analysis of tradi

tional wavelet and pyramid, whilst they ignore the tinlc-frequency dOlnain 

analysis of wavelet and extends the original wavelet and pyrmnid froIll the 

linear domain to the nonlinear domain. 

Chapter 5 presented the application of the 1111TP scheme for discrinlinat

ing magnetizing inrush from internal fault in transfonner protection. In the 

application, the 11MTP scheme shows its effect in distinguishing s),ulIuetrical 

features from asymmetrical features on the wavefornl. 

Chapter 6 presented the application of the 11~lG scheme in the ultra-high

speed directional transmission line protection. The 1111G scheIlle provicls a 

short data window with 8 sample points covering a period of BitS at a satnpling 

rate of lAl Hz which is required in this case. It also contains a fa .. .:;t calculation 

with only addition, subtraction and comparison operations involved, ill contrast 

with the integral transforms, which require more complex cOInputation. 

Chapter 7 introduced the application of the 11NT11G to detect fault lo

cations with noise disturbance in the transmission line Systcll1S. A cOIupari

son between the 11NTMG scheme and the cOInbination of Low-Pass filter and 

MMG scheme (11MGLP) is undertaken. The simulation results have proven 

that the accuracy and reliability of the ~lNT11G schen1e is n10rc accurate and 

reliable than 111'IGLP. 

8.3 Limitations of the Approach 

One of the major limitations using nlathcmaticallnorphology was the lack 

of analytical methods, especially in I-D signal processing. 

The next drawback was about the analysis of weighted lllorphological oper

ators in the frequency domain. In this part, (3.4.1) plays an iIuportant role for 

the further deduction in that chapter. As we reckoned, it is still tenable Wh(,ll 
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f(n} and g(m} are arbitrary, but it still cannot be proved. FurthcnIlore, in this 

chapter, only weighted dilation is given a transform in the frcquency dOlllain, 

the other basic morphological operator: erosion was not Illcntioned. As we 

reckoned, besides the two preconditions, if the structure clcIllent is sYlluIlctric 

with respect to its origin, the transform of weightcd erosion in the frequency 

domain can be also found. 

8.4 Recommendations for Future Work 

With an understanding of the presented methods and sclleInes, the following 

aspects would be worthy of further investigations: 

• The attempt of describing the frequency properties of weighted dilation 

has made a breakthrough, but the assumptions are still very strict and 

only one weighted morphological operator is . It is worth investigating 

the effects of the morphological operations to arbitrary signals in the 

frequency domain. 

• The theory of the morphological wavelet and pyrrunid provid{'s a theoret

ical basis for the construction of nlorphological Illulti-r('Solutioll decolIl

position schemes. Some applications have adopted it successfully. It is 

worth applying the theory in more field~. On the other hand, cOIn pared 

with the theory of wavelet, the theory of the morphological wavelet is 

not rigorous enough. COlnplete lattice based theoretical iInproVclllcnts 

are required. 
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